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It has been the goal of the 1961 Ames Forester staff to assimilate material that will make the 1961 Ames Forester interesting, informative, and educational to all its readers.
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### In Memoriam

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Class of</th>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Class of</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Armstrong, D.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>MacDonald, G. B.</td>
<td>M.S. 14</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baird, C. L.</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Mast, W. H.</td>
<td>00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Barrett, R. L.</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>Meyers, A.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Baxter, W. G.</td>
<td>08</td>
<td>Moorehead, J. W.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bergemeyer, F. R.</td>
<td>46</td>
<td>Munson, H. F.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Beyer, J. H.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Nibe, D. N.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Blackman, S. R.</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>Olmstead, R. A.</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cassidy, H. O.</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>Parke, L. S.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Clemmensen, N. K.</td>
<td>26</td>
<td>Patrick, O. K.</td>
<td>21</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diemer, J. A.</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>Patterson, A. K.</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eggers, W. C.</td>
<td>22</td>
<td>Paulson, R. A.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erwin, C. E.</td>
<td>41</td>
<td>Plagge, H. H.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fisk, V. C.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Poch, F. J.</td>
<td>54</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hansel, H. E.</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>Poschusta, D. C.</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Harlan, H. F.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Ray, F. E.</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hartman, G. B.</td>
<td>M.S. 1941, B.S. 1917</td>
<td>Rehman, T. W.</td>
<td>18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Helm, H. J.</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>Reilly, G. E.</td>
<td>39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jackson, M. D.</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>Rice, J. S.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Jensen, A. W.</td>
<td>51</td>
<td>Robertson, G. K.</td>
<td>49</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Johnson, G. W.</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>Rumbaugh, W. R.</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lehmann, W. A.</td>
<td>Ex. 62</td>
<td>Sage, H. H.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kindig, E. R.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Schreck, R. G.</td>
<td>15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Kupper, C. A.</td>
<td>07</td>
<td>Sherman, E. A.</td>
<td>M.S. 27</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lantzky, A. J.</td>
<td>36</td>
<td>Shirk, R.</td>
<td>Ex. 41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lessel, L. R.</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>Smith, H. M.</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Libby, P. V.</td>
<td>35</td>
<td>Snyder, R. A.</td>
<td>37</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lischer, D. W.</td>
<td>39</td>
<td>Strokes, R. R.</td>
<td>17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Long, R. S.</td>
<td>40</td>
<td>Taube, A. H.</td>
<td>50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lough, W. M.</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>Tenton, M. C.</td>
<td>41</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Loy, E. C.</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>Tustison, C. H.</td>
<td>34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>McGlade, J. C.</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>Younggren, P. R.</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(KNOWN DECEASED ALUMNI)
Gilmour B. MacDonald
1883–1960
By Dr. J. A. Larsen

Gilmour Beyers MacDonald was born in Carleton, Nebraska, March 9, 1883, the fourth son of a Scotch Presbyterian minister. His parents were John M. and Janet Piercy MacDonald. His living brothers are Kenneth of Missoula, Mont. and Rosmond of Nahant, Mass. Another brother, George, lived from 1875 until 1953. In the course of changing pastorates the parents moved from Hubbell to Hopewell, then Unadilla and finally to Lincoln, Nebraska in 1887, where the boys completed their schooling. While a high school student in Lincoln and later in the University of Nebraska, Gilmour was active in basketball, football, and pole vaulting.

At the suggestion of Dr. G. E. Condra, the Nebraska conservationist and geologist, Gilmour majored in forestry, which was then a new field and much to his liking. Upon the completion of his course work in 1907 he gained an appointment with U.S. Forest Service and was for a season employed in Wyo. & Mont. He soon returned to the University of Nebraska to earn a master’s degree (1910) in forestry. This was the year of his marriage to Edith Lillian Craig of Lincoln, Nebr., and the call to fill a teaching position in forestry at Iowa State College in Ames, Iowa, where he soon earned a permanent position and became the first technically trained forester.

During their early years in Ames, four children were born: Gilmour Craig, 1911; Donald Craig, 1914; Mary Janet (Dunlap), 1916; and Ruth Eloise (Lamoureux), 1925. There are now 12 grandchildren and 1 great-grandchild.

It is given to few people to make a greater contribution to the family, the community, and the profession of forestry, than G. B. MacDonald; and the service of Gilmour and Edith together rank high in achievement. It would be difficult to name a forester in this country who, throughout his entire professional life-span has so completely, wholeheartedly and successfully devoted his energy and wisdom to the advancement of forestry education and conservation movement in this state. Dr. G. B. MacDonald was elected to rank with Pammel, Shimek, MacBride, and others who labored unceasingly for the establishment of a sane and well-balanced program for the husbanding and wise utilization of Iowa’s natural resources. He gave strong support to the organization of the Iowa Conservation Commission and the state park movement. He served as Deputy State Forester 1912–1933, and State Forester 1933–1955. It fell naturally to him with his ability and knowledge of the state resources, to organize and direct the State Civilian Conservation Corps program from 1934 until 1938. He also planned and developed the State Forest Nursery at Ames.

Throughout his long residence in Ames, he actively and generously supported many groups. He served as life elder in the Collegiate Presbyterian church. He was a Rotarian for 38 years. He actively supported the Boy Scout Movement for 45 years, frequently on advisory committees. He served 28 years on the Ames City Council and for 50 years he maintained close contact with the College Y.M.C.A.

Prof. MacDonald was elected member of Alpha Zeta and Gamma Sigma Delta, both honorary societies in agriculture and to honorary membership in Cardinal Guild at Ames. He was part time president of the Iowa Forestry and Conservation Association; in 1930 he received the Silver Beaver Award from the Boy Scout organization; in 1947 his Alma Mater conferred upon him the Honorary degree of Doctor of Agriculture; the same year he became a Fellow of the Society of American Foresters and he has been a member of the Council of the Society. In 1953 at the annual meeting of the American Forestry Association in Florida he was honored with the Award for Distinguished Service in Education; in 1958, at the 100th Anniversary celebration of the Iowa State College at Ames, he was honored by having his name read as one who had received the Distinguished Service Award in 1958. The Iowa Journal of Science also conferred on him a notable honor in dedicating its July 1948 issue, (Vol. 22, No. 4) to "Gilmour Beyers MacDonald in Recognition of his Service in the Department of Forestry at Iowa State College 1910-1948". As a fitting, lasting and appropriate memorial to their teacher and friend the Iowa State forestry students and graduates bought a timbered tract (of 7½ acres) near Ames and named it the "MacDonald Woods". Immediately upon his retirement from his administrative duties at the Iowa State College in 1948 he was appointed by the U.S. Secretary of Agriculture to National Advisory Council, serving until 1954. From this time until 1958 he served the U.S. Forest Service on the project of Access Road locations in the western states.

No statement about the life, character and work of Prof. MacDonald would be complete without mention of his pride and love for his family. He was a much beloved and devoted husband and father, an able and friendly teacher, a warm and sympathetic friend and a wise administrator.
George B. Hartman
1894–1960
By L. F. Kellogg

GEORGE B. HARTMAN was a Hawkeye, born at Valley Junction, Iowa, Nov. 28, 1894. However he grew up at Eddyville, Mahaska County, Iowa. His father was a locomotive engineer and George had a continuing enthusiasm for steam railroading all his life. After early schooling he came to Iowa State College graduating in forestry with a B.S. degree in 1917, a classmate of “Bugs” Firkins, Wm. A. Stacey, and others here in Ames. In 1941 he received the M.S. degree from Iowa State.

Like so many others, he was caught in the whirl of World War I, where he served in France in the famous Twentieth Engineers Battalion under Col. Wm. B. Greeley. This was the group assigned to cutting and milling timber from French forests for trenches and dugouts at the front. After the Armistice for a short time he taught dendrology at the A.E.F. University at Beaune in eastern France.

Returning in 1919 he was employed by the Long-Bell Lumber Company, Wood Preserving Division, at DeRidder, La. He served in several capacities and in 1921 he became Supt. of that plant. He continued there until 1935 at which time he joined the Iowa State College as an assistant professor, later Associate Professor and Professor in the Department of Forestry. In 1947 he returned to the Long-Bell Co. at DeRidder as Asst. General Manager; but not for long. His teaching ability had been noted and valued so that, with Prof. G. B. MacDonald stepping aside as head of the Department until he stepped aside last July 1, 1960, under the age limitations.

An unusually strong interest in athletics was present in this man. During college he played baseball. Later in Louisiana he played more baseball as a semi-professional. At Iowa State he was a strong supporter of the teams and represented the Agricultural Division on the Athletic Council for five years, from about 1951-1956. This responsibility was no slight burden.

George Hartman became a member of the Society of American Foresters in 1939. He has served almost exclusively in its educational work. He was secretary of the Division of Education in 1950, vice chairman in 1951, and chairman in 1952. Since 1948 he has been a member of the Society’s Committee for Advancement of Forestry Education in 1956 and served here until his death. In 1959, he was elected to the status of Fellow in the Society.

In recognition of his success with students he received election to hold a traveling walnut plaque in 1959. He was the fourth recipient of this honor which reads “Wilson Chapter, Alpha Zeta, Tall Corn Award to the Outstanding Division Faculty Member in the Division of Agriculture 1959-60.”

In 1953 he was appointed by the Governor of Iowa as a member of the Iowa Natural Resources Council. Because of reappointments he, continued this work for these last seven years and was to have served until 1965.

For many years he has been active in the American Wood Preservers’ Association. In this he was widely known through membership in its commodities committee and its testing and records of treated posts.

Other affiliations have been Sigma Pi social fraternity; Gamma Sigma Delta — honorary in Agriculture; Phi Kappa Phi and Alpha Zeta honorary fraternities. He was a member of the Iowa Hoo-Hoo Club No. 102 of Des Moines, a lumbermen’s group; and through this affiliation and friendship we have a sophomore scholarship in forestry supported by No. 102 of Des Moines.

In a very special way, George was an outstanding churchman and Baptist. Over the years he has poured out vast effort and time to serve his church. For years he taught a Sunday school class; he served as chairman of the building committee when the new edifice was erected since the War; when they needed a pipe organ he helped truck one home and place it in the balcony to save the church extra expense; he served both the American and the Iowa Baptist Conventions on committees and commissions; he served as trustee, finance officer and advisor. Only those working there know the full extent of his service.

He became a Kiwanian March 8, 1946. Over the years he had excellent attendance which is difficult with a teaching and a field-going schedule. He was chairman of the Agriculture and Conservation Committee in 1951. He served on many if not all of the club committees over the years, and was finishing up a year as Member of the Board.

George left us November 25, 1960, three days before his 66th birthday with a record of long and kindly service. In his years at Iowa State he became well known and his life and philosophy touched the lives of about 80 percent of the graduates in forestry to date. After services here he was removed to DeRidder, Louisiana, for burial.
Goals For Professional Progress

by

CARL H. STOLTENBERG

Wider recognition of forestry as a profession is currently a popular subject among foresters. Some foresters recommend publicity as a promising means of achieving this recognition. Licensing is proposed by others. Higher educational requirements are suggested. Shunning undignified duties would help... uniforms might improve the public image... and so on.

Many of these methods may indeed be helpful. But when all is said and done, landowners, mill owners, and public agencies seek the services of foresters because of our ability to help them. Therefore, will not our professional stature be determined quite largely by our success in using forestry practices to solve these clients' problems — helping them achieve their individual objectives?

If so, perhaps the most promising route to recognition is technological progress. This paper suggests four areas in which such progress is particularly needed. The author believes that achievements in these areas would enable us simultaneously to serve our clients more effectively and to achieve professional stature which we would (then) deserve.

Goal 1: Progress in Communicating More Effectively With Our Clients

Too often we foresters expect landowners and other clients to intellectually "come to us" — to talk forestry and indeed this is too much to expect. We foresters must accept the responsibility for bridging this gap more effectively ourselves.

For example, we frequently need a much better understanding of what our clients' are really after in owning and managing forest land — for only when we have a clear understanding of their objectives will we be able to select the particular forest management practices that will be most helpful to them.

Similarly, we should be able to discuss a client's problems in terms of his interests and knowledge, and then, after selecting relevant management practices, discuss them with him in terms he will understand.

To do this, the forester's know-how must extend beyond trees. It must include a better understanding of people; their objectives, and the problems they encounter in achieving them; and the social, legal, and economic framework within which these problems must be solved.

We must be both willing and able to share the responsibility for finding effective solutions to our client's problems.

Educators can contribute to eventual progress in this area by including social as well as physical sciences in forestry curricula; by orienting management and other terminal forestry courses toward people's objectives, rather than stand structure, regulated yield, pathological rotations, and similar intermediate, biological objectives; and by helping students understand that although forestry is based upon plants and plant relationships, the function of both foresters and forestry is to serve people — not plants.

Researchers can also contribute. Carefully designed studies might help clarify our understanding of the objectives and actions of forest owners. They might also indicate what incentives would be effective in altering landowners' actions to coincide with those preferred by local forest industries, or society.

Goal 2: Progress in Selecting the Most Productive Investments

If the forester is truly interested primarily in his client's welfare, he will be concerned with the prudent use of his funds. Each client will have limited funds to achieve his objectives. Even large compa-
nies and federal and state agencies have definite limits to the financial resources available for various purposes, including forestry. The forester is responsible for using these forestry funds wisely.

In a sense, the forester is an investment counsellor for his client. His specialty is investments in forests and in forest-management and forest-product-utilization practices. His usefulness depends largely upon his ability to direct his clients' capital into those investments that will yield the greatest return relative to the cost involved — with return measured in whatever benefits his client is interested in. Thus, returns could be additional stumpage value to one owner, tons of cellulose to another, and additional acre-feet of clean water to another.

Two or three examples may help to illustrate the importance of "progress in selecting the most productive investments."

A recent study1 in Pennsylvania revealed a wide range in the merits of the forestry-practice investment opportunities of one landowner. Most of the practices evaluated showed promising returns. However, the analysis indicated ways of making considerably more effective use of the limited forestry funds that were available. For example, little advantage was being taken of thinning opportunities in certain hardwood stands, because of inadequate funds — yet forestry funds were being spent on other forestry practices that promised to yield less than one-sixth as much per dollar invested. If a forester could divert funds from the lower to the higher-yielding opportunities, he would increase his client's returns six-fold!

Another recent study suggested guides for foresters to use in making the most productive use of funds available for white-pine-weevil control on public lands in New York State.2 This study estimated that the dollar value of control benefits ranged from $3 to $61 per acre, depending on stand conditions. As might be expected, there were not nearly enough pest-control funds to protect all vulnerable white pine stands; therefore this is another illustration of the importance and potential contribution of foresters' selecting the most productive investments.

Unpublished analyses of white pine management opportunities on the Harvard Forest indicate that contrary to common opinion, the very best managerial investment opportunities appear to occur on the poorer sites. Specifically the most promising appears to be a very modest investment in seedbed preparation on the lighter soils.

A study3 in the Lake States indicates a wide range of blister-rust-control investment opportunities. In Wisconsin, for example, control costs were lowest in the South — but the benefits were greater farther North. In fact, the benefits were so much greater that the returns per control-dollar on the most promising stands in Northern Wisconsin were more than 10 times greater than those on the most promising stands in Central Wisconsin. And the comparison with Southern Wisconsin was even more striking. Effective use of limited rust-control funds demands a control program that recognizes such differences. (Appropriate adjustments are being made as a result of this study.)

Goal 3: Progress in Quantifying the Effects of Specific Forestry Practices

These illustrations show the importance of adopting the most productive practices first. But to do this we must make specific estimates of both the costs and the benefits of suitable management alternatives. How well are we able to do this? Quite frankly, at present, our technological know-how usually is inadequate.

For example, to compare alternative planting investments, we must be able to estimate planting costs, survival rates for various species, probable future cultural practices, and the volume and value of the eventual harvest, for all potential sites and planting conditions. A moment of reflection indicates that even with the relatively simple case of planting, our present knowledge falls short of providing the needed information — at least on a very reliable basis.

Another example: In evaluating the response of stands to thinning, cleaning, or improvement cuts, we know that the residual trees will generally grow in diameter more rapidly than they did before — but we don't know how much more rapidly.

We know that trees with clear boles are more valuable than trees with knotty stems; but we don't know how much more valuable. We also know that clear-boled trees cost more to "produce" — but we don't know how much more.

We are in a somewhat better position in evaluating harvesting practices and manufacturing techniques. But with labor costs changing so fast and newer equipment becoming available continuously, the operation which is efficient today may be outmoded tomorrow. Thus knowledge in this area needs frequent revision.

We know that forest insect and disease losses are great. For example, we know of large losses from Fomes annosus in some red pine stands, and from dwarf mistletoe in ponderosa pine stands; but we

are unable to predict the amount of loss that an owner could expect from such diseases in other stands. Thus we are unable to evaluate the merits of investments to control these diseases.

We know that dense stands withdraw large volumes of water from the soil by transpiration. But as yet we cannot specify the \textit{quantitative} effect of changing stand density or species composition on the volume, quality, and timing of water yields.

In Iowa, we know that white pine will grow faster than hardwoods on many sites — but we don’t know how much faster. And we don’t yet have reliable estimates of the cost of converting hardwood stands to pine. Thus we are unable to compare stand-conversion with thinning, disease-control, and other forestry investment opportunities in Iowa.

Actually, we do know quite a bit about the response we can anticipate from various forestry practices. The problem is that we usually know only the \textit{direction} of the response, and not its \textit{magnitude}. But knowledge of magnitude is essential for comparing opportunities. If foresters are to perform their function effectively, researchers, educators, and practitioners must combine efforts to quantify what we now know only in general terms.

**Goal 4: Progress in Anticipating Future Needs for Knowledge**

One more important goal should be mentioned. Knowledge cannot be obtained and assimilated by the profession overnight. For this reason, we must anticipate our technological needs before they actually exist. We can not afford to wait until a critical water shortage exists before we start working on possible forestry solutions to the problem. The very nature of forestry demands exceptional foresight.

The professional stature of foresters is growing. This growth will be accelerated if we forestry educators, practitioners, and researchers can become more effective in communicating with clients, learn more about the quantitative effects of specific forestry practices, and as soon as this knowledge becomes available, use it in selecting our clients’ most productive forestry investments.

---

**About the Author**

Carl H. Stoltenberg is Professor and Head of the Forestry Department at Iowa State University. He came to Ames in August, 1960, after serving as Chief of the Division of Forest Economics Research at the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station, Upper Darby, Pa.

Dr. Stoltenberg’s primary interest in research has been in the area of managerial economics. His research and writings while at the Northeastern Station reflect that interest. His experience also includes teaching and research in forestry in the Southeast (Duke University) and in the Lake States. He is a “native son” of California, and a forestry alumnus of the University of California. His graduate degrees are in forestry and in economics and were received from the Universities of California and Minnesota.
New Trees
For
The North Central States

by
JONATHAN W. WRIGHT

Our present forest trees are good. They are not perfect, though. They developed as the result of natural selection to fit various ecological niches in pre-white man forests. Our forest sites have changed and wild type trees are no longer in perfect equilibrium with their environment. Also, natural selection favored types which survived and reproduced best, not the types which would produce the best sawlogs or the best pulpwood.

There is every reason to believe that the tree breeder can accomplish as much improvement in trees as the corn breeder did in corn. The theoretical foundations of hybrid corn were laid in the 1880's. It was introduced as a practical farm crop in the 1920's and a decade later had almost pushed the older open-pollinated varieties off the market. As of 1961 the excess annual corn yields due to the advent of the hybrid varieties are more than sufficient to pay for all American plant and animal breeding work for all time.

The Time Element in Tree Breeding

When will these improved varieties of forest trees be available? A few have already been developed and could be made available to commercial forest nurserymen on two or three seasons' notice. The Shimek aspen hybrid (Populus alba L. XP. grandidentata Michx.) recently discovered in Iowa could be economically mass produced by seed next season. A recent provenance study of jack pine (Pinus banksiana Lamb.) furnishes good evidence that Lower Michigan origins are the fastest growing and that foresters in the southern part of the Upper Peninsula could advantageously order Lower Peninsula seed. The hybrid Japanese-European larch (Larix leptolepis Gord. X L. decidua Mill.) has excelled its parents in dozens of European tests and can be tentatively recommended in place of its parents in this country. Provenance trials of Scotch pine (Pinus sylvestris L.) have showed which geographic origins furnish the deep green, short-needled trees so desired by Christmas tree growers.

These examples are a small fraction of the improved varieties yet to come. Serious forest genetics in this region started only 6 years ago. The tempo of the work increased rapidly and nine experiment stations are now involved. It is their future results in which we are most interested.

It is possible to build a model showing that new tree varieties will come into being 30 times slower than new corn varieties because a tree generation is 30 times as long as a corn generation. It is possible also to build a model showing that new tree varieties can be developed as fast as new corn varieties. The truth is somewhere in between. I feel that a tree breeder can probably get his new products on the market at least half as fast as a corn breeder.

This feeling of optimism is based partly on the fossil record. It shows that evolution actually proceeded faster in long-lived elephants and horses than in many short-lived animals. The optimism is based partly on the fact that the tree breeder is working with wild, unimproved species. Some of these are so variable genetically that significant advances can come from rapid "cream-skimming" studies. And part of the optimism is based on the output of the most productive tree breeders of the past. For example, a few workers at Institute of Forest Genetics in California assembled a very large amount of information on species crossability patterns, growth of F1 hybrids, and mass production methods in the comparatively short space of 35 years. Their output would be a credit to any plant breeding agency.
One of the ways by which a tree breeder can keep pace with his counterpart on wheat or corn is to work on several species simultaneously. An experiment on jack pine may be started in 1961 and near completion in 1971. An experiment on Scotch pine may be started in 1962 and near completion in 1972. By this shotgun approach there need be only one time lag. By 1971 the breeder can be assured of a significant new result every year.

The study of the correlations between nursery and mature performance is another way of hastening the tree breeders’ work. A Swedish worker recently found a strong correlation in growth from between old Scotch pine trees and their young seedling progeny. He can now use this correlation to establish the effectiveness of selection for growth form in young plantings.

The most unfortunate aspect of the long-term nature of forest genetics research is the tendency to excuse ourselves from precise experimental work. Many tests of species hybrids do not include the parents. Older provenance trials were not replicated. Grafted seed orchards are being established with no information on heritability. These poorly designed experiments are not shortcuts because their results do not bear close scrutiny. Well-designed experiments could be performed just as easily — sometimes more so.

Today's and Tomorrow's Larches

Today's larches in the Lake States are the native tamaracks (Larix laricina (Du Roi) K. Koch) of the swamps. They are not planted to any great extent because of the difficulties of swamp reforestation. Tomorrow's larches will probably be very fast growing hybrids adapted to upland soils. Whether there will be one new variety adaptable to the whole region or several new varieties, each adapted to a specific locality remains to be seen.

I have already mentioned hybrid Japanese-European larch as being available for planting if anybody wishes to make the artificial controlled pollinations, which are relatively easy. I would like to carry this hybrid back into its parents and forward into the future to show how the prototype hybrids now available can be improved.

The first hybrids of this combination arose as the result of natural crossing between Japanese larch trees and European larches planted on the Duke of Atholl's estate in Scotland. That was in 1907. By the 1930's the Danes were repeating the cross and Spanish and Turkey on the south, to Scotland and Siberia on the east. Within these areas it is highly esteemed, filling all the industrial roles supplied. The seedsman will have only to collect hybrid cones from the clonal parent. English research on fruit production shows another possibility. This work consisted of pegging lateral branches to the ground. They fruited heavily, and enable artificial pollinations to be made easily. Seed set data are such as to indicate that the use of hybrid seed would be economical if one man could pollinate more than a few hundred flowers per day.

Scotch Pines for Timber and Christmas Trees

Scotch pine is Europe's most common and widespread timber tree. Its natural range extends from Spain and Turkey on the south, to Scotland and northern Norway on the north, and to eastern Siberia on the east. Within these areas it is highly esteemed, filling all the industrial roles supplied in this country by a number of pine species.

American experience with Scotch pine was disheartening. It was planted extensively in the Northeast in the 1920's and 1930's. There was no attention to seed origin and most of the plantations are of such poor form as to be unmerchantable.
That need not be the case. Henry Baldwin's 17-year-old provenance study in southern New Hampshire shows that 90 percent of the trees grown from Latvian seed are as straight as the best American pines. That experiments puts the finger on southern Germany as the probable source of most of the poor-formed plantations of the past.

Scotch pine is now being planted in northern United States more than ever before. Michigan's nurseries alone produce 30 million trees per year. Most of the plantings are intended for Christmas trees. But production is so much higher than the Christmas tree cut that 90 percent of the Scotch pine seem destined to live to pulpwood or sawlog size.

This situation is the No. 1 challenge to the region's tree breeders. If the millions of trees now being planted are of improper origin, we shall have thousands of acres of worthless plantings. If the proper origins are used, those thousands of acres will produce as high quality timber as our best native stands. The 17-year New Hampshire study furnishes some of the answers to this seed source problem. But it is in New Hampshire and its results may not be applicable in the North Central states.

To satisfy the need for information applicable to Michigan's planting problem we started a new series of provenance tests in the summer of 1958. The first step was the writing of dozens of letters to European tree breeders, asking them to send small samples of seed from native stands in their vicinity. The response was good. We have received 320 different seedlots from about 200 different localities, well scattered over the natural range. Nearly all seedlots were accompanied by adequate descriptions of the locality of collection, of the qualities of the parent trees, and other useful types of information. The Russians were especially cooperative and sent 13 categories of information about each seedlot.

In the spring of 1959 we sowed 253 of the seedlots (all that had been received at the time) in the Bogue Research Nursery at East Lansing. We used a 4-replicated, randomized block design, in order to eliminate soil-caused differences from consideration. At the time the sowing job seemed like a large undertaking. So we "ran scared" — planned the details ahead of time. With this planning, the experiment was established in only 50 man-hours.

In the two years in which this experiment has been in the ground, we studied a total of 31 different characteristics. Not an occasional note, but a complete record of all 31 traits for all 1,012 plots, with complete statistical analyses of all data. This necessitated a radical departure from orthodox measuring and recording techniques. New ones had to be tried. Many were not only faster than the orthodox techniques but gave better quality data. The experiment has turned out to be almost routine — it has required only about 1/2 man-day per week during the growing season to do all necessary measurement and analytical work.

Next spring comes the hard part — the establishment of well-replicated test plantings in some 30 or 40 localities. Without these permanent tests, much of the nursery work would be wasted. Again we must "run scared". Most of the labelling work has already been done during the nice summer and fall days. Next spring it will be necessary only to lift the trees, tie them into several thousand bundles of four trees each, shuffle them by replication and outplanting, and deliver them to planting crews. If all goes well with the bundle-tying, the outplantings will proceed as fast as commercial plantings, even though they follow a precise statistical design.

These 2-year data give a good insight into the variation pattern within the species. It can be split into about 20 different geographic ecotypes. There is the Spanish ecotype, which is blue-green, short-needled, moderately fast growing, and produces a great many Lammas shoots. It differs very slightly from the southern France ecotype, which is a little slower growing and produces few Lammas shoots. The southern France and northern France ecotypes are separated in nature by only about 150 miles. But they are so different that visitors to the nursery wonder why they are called the same species. The trees from northern France are long-needled, green, very fast growing, and mature their buds appreciably earlier in the summer. These are a few examples of the different types which can be recognized.

In all 31 traits differences (statistically significant at the 1 percent level or less) were observed. The average 2-year heights ranged from 3 inches (northern Finland) to 14 inches (northern France). Fall color ranged from blue-green (Spain and France) to gold (Ural Mountains). Time of first-year bud set ranged from July 15 (northern Siberia) to early October (Spain and Turkey). There were even discernible differences in the ease with operations — trees from Spain, Turkey, and northern Finland pulled the hardest.

The various ecotypes show evident adaptations to the growing conditions at their places of origin. For example, the northern ecotypes are slow growing, set their buds early, have intense fall coloration, and are moderately short-needled. The German-Czechoslovakian ecotype has rapid growth and long needles adapted to the favorable growing conditions in Germany and Czechoslovakia.

This adaptation to climate at the place of origin is by no means complete. The German-Czechoslovakian population is more or less continuous. Constant pollen-flow and seed-flow have maintained it as a more or less uniform ecotype in spite of the fact that climates in various parts of the region differ. But between that population and the Vosges Mountains of northern France is a small range gap, across which there is no gene-flow. This permitted selection to work on the Vosges population as a unit,
causing it to be 15 to 20 percent faster growing than any of the German origins.

What do these 2-year data mean? They are as useful for determining the pattern of variation within the species as data from other trees. Perhaps more useful, if we consider the fact that a day spent in nursery measurement gives as much data as does 10 days spent measuring large trees.

The 2-year height and color data correlate very well with a similar 17-year data from the earlier New Hampshire study where similar provenances were represented in both tests. In other characters we must leave it to the future to determine the importance of the early measurements. Our successors will measure the 25- and 50-year-old trees and correlate their measurements with our early results. They will be able to make use of the information in planning their work.

The permanent test plantings will start to give reliable information on the best seed sources for a particular locality in a short time — 5 or 6 years for Christmas tree growers and 10 or 15 years for foresters. That information will be only a part of the results of the experiment. Studies of single-tree progenies have shown that every one of the Scotch pine stands which was sampled was genetically variable. Hence, as soon as a planting has shown which geographic origins are best, it will graduate from a test to a breeding aboretum. Selective breeding to attain another 10 or 15 percent improvement will start.

Nine of the 2-year-old trees flowered at the start of their second year. Hence, it will be only a short time before the outplantings can be used in hybridization experiments. Eastern studies showed that Scotch pine crosses with Japanese red pine (Pinus densiflora Sieb. & Zucc.). The seed sets were low but the hybrids were extremely vigorous. It is reasonable to expect that a more fertile combination can be found by crossing several origins of one species with several origins of the other.

Other Possibilities for the North Central States

The white pines present several hybridization possibilities. Eastern white pine (Pinus strobus L.), western white pine (P. monticola D. Don), Himalayan white pine (P. griffithii McClel.), and the Mexican white pine (P. ayacahuite Ehrenb.) cross in all possible combinations. The seed sets are high and the hybrids are vigorous.

Jack pine and lodgepole pine (P. contorta Dougl.) also cross very easily. Some of the hybrids are growing in Michigan. They have about the same growth rate as the native jack pine but they are greatly superior in growth form. Both species fruit early and a large-scale improvement project would proceed rapidly.

I hate to single out any single exotic but a little work on the ginkgo (Ginkgo biloba L.) might return very large dividends. It is hardy in the warmer parts of the region, grows rapidly, and produces a very desirable white pine-type wood. Best of all, it is a monotypic species, and like most monotypes is free from insect and disease pests.

There is now a sizeable group of tree-improvement specialists in the region and a considerable amount of background information on tree genetics. Hence, we can expect the examples quoted here and a great many more to become available for actual forest planting within the next few years.

About the Author

Jonathan W. Wright is Associate Professor of Forestry at Michigan State University. He joined the staff at East Lansing in 1957, after 11 years as geneticist with the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station.

Dr. Wright's research has been devoted largely to species hybridization and to geographic origin studies. His current work is devoted to extensive provenance tests of those species which are best adapted to Michigan's conditions.

Approximately 50 percent of Dr. Wright's university time is spent in teaching. This includes direction of graduate students in forest genetics, one undergraduate course in forest genetics, and one graduate course in tree breeding.
The attempted beginnings of technical forestry education and one of the very first applications of good forestry in America were associated with an unexpected and unavoidable chain of circumstances. In 1890 the wealthy George Vanderbilt, the grandson of Cornelius Vanderbilt, who amassed a fortune in railroad development, bought a large tract of land in the mountainous section near Asheville, North Carolina, built a French castle, developed and landscaped the environs and invited Dr. Carl Alwin Schenck, a German forester, to come to America and direct the management and improvement of the forested portion. Out of the first purchase of nearly 12,000 acre unit a net area of 7,280 (4) acres was to become a demonstration to all near and far that the harvesting of forest crops in this country could be conducted and controlled in such a way as to secure perpetuation of the forest, prevent unguided exploitation and devastation, and stave off the threatened timber famine.

It is said that George Vanderbilt had searched far and wide over the world to find the most beautiful spot to erect his dream-palace, and that when he at last stood and looked out over the towering ridges of distant Mount Pisgah in North Carolina, he decided this was the place, and he proceeded to buy land to form an estate which would eventually comprise about 100,000 acres. Actual construction began in 1891, as he built a railroad stub thither from the Southern Railroad, imported hand-tooled Indiana limestone and slate roofing, engaged Richard Morris Hunt as designer and Frederick Law Olmstead as landscape architect. The plan called for a 780-foot wide imposing chateau, modeled chiefly after those of Blois and Chambord in France.

Mr. Vanderbilt brought skilled craftsmen from all over Europe and America and hundreds of laborers and artisans from the Carolinas, who in the period from 1891-96 produced the magnificent Biltmore House, containing 365 rooms, many of these embellished with rare and choice paintings, tapestry and furniture.
Because of his desire to manage the forested area Vanderbilt hired, (2) Carl Alwin Schenck, who was a tall and erect young German of military bearing, sharp of eye, a prominent nose and an elegant mustache, all of which made him resemble Kaiser Wilhelm II — the students thus habitually referred to him. He was born at Lindenfels near Darmstadt 1867; graduated from Darmstadt Institute of Technology; entered the forestry school at Tubingen at 18 years of age, but was forced to spend a year or more in a sanitarium because of a pulmonary ailment. He made a fresh start at the University of Giesen, but his poor health caused interruption of his studies and delayed his acceptance in the German Forest Service and the German Army. It was then he turned to the study of law, believing that if he could not be a forester, the less arduous physical aspects of a law practice might enable him to earn a living. However, as the years passed his health improved so much that he returned to forestry. Schenck often remarked that his knowledge of law was a great and useful asset.

In June 1889, at Giesen, (3) when Sir Dietrich Brandis was leading a group of the English Chapel Hill forestry students through the German forests, Schenck met this distinguished international forester, who was German born, and who had played a large part in the introduction of forestry to the British and to India in particular. Since Schenck had knowledge of the English language, Sir Brandis asked him to become his assistant for the remainder of the trip, and the succeeding summer Schenck traveled widely with him through the German forests. Later on after the retirement of Sir Brandis, Schenck was similarly employed by his successor, Sir William Schlick. It was during the winter months that Schenck attended and completed his requirements at the University and the military training service.

---

1 Maunder, Elwood R. 'Carl Alwin Schenck'.

2 Schenck, Carl Alwin; The Biltmore Story.
When he finished with the army he was a lieutenant of the Grand Ducal Horse Artillery. In this capacity his service was brief, for early in 1895 when sojourning with his wealthy uncle at the French Riviera there came a telegram from Vanderbilt with the offer to become director of the Biltmore forest. Dr. Schenck assumed that he had been recommended by Gifford Pinchot who also had met Sir Brandis in Germany and who was the first forest consultant at Biltmore. It is remarked by Maunder that Schenck saw in Sir Dietrich a pattern for his own life. The two men continued correspondence and Sir Dietrich frequently wrote to Schenck about the methods and chances of development for American forestry.

During the first few years of his endeavors Dr. Schenck had many opportunities to confer with Gifford Pinchot in matters pertaining to forestry both at Biltmore and in the United States generally. He learned about the technical work begun by Henry S. Graves and Gifford Pinchot on the Whitney estate in the Adirondacks of New York. However, at that time there were very few technically trained foresters in this country. At times, during the first trying years, Schenck received assistance from two foresters, Overton Price and E. Y. Griffith of the U.S. Forest Service.

The Biltmore forest itself contained 7,280 acres, containing 50 decrepit farms, ten 'country places' hitherto owned by southerners who had extracted the last dollar of value from the forest and left few if any trees fit for merchantable saw timber. There remained only one uncut stand of virgin timber on Big Creek watershed. In order to make a beginning in scientific forestry operations it would be necessary to obtain accurate information on basic values such as: types and stands of timber, kinds of species and their distribution, extent of injuries or deterioration; chances for road building or stream improvement, marketable species, and best locations for immediate operations, etc., and other questions.

Dr. Schenck was soon shown through the forest by Charles L. Whitney, a logger whom Pinchot had brought from New York state. This man was in charge of the woods end of timber cutting and logging. However, hitherto such work had been entirely that of harvesting and salvaging the dead and dying tree, notably the diseased chestnut.

In the first operations the products could fall in the following classes; — fuel wood, poles, posts, ties, bark, acid wood and stave bolts.

Transportation of ties and cordwood, etc., over the poorly surfaced and tortuous roads on the Biltmore forest was always slow and difficult; there were at that time no gas-powered vehicles. Even in the case of bark, which was harvested for the tanning factories, contract deliveries failed because of molding during the wet and humid summer months. The bark peeled easily only in that season. Thus the cost increased and the profit shrank, but in spite of all difficulties and much skepticism, technical and scientific forestry was off to a start, and would have continued forward had it not been stymied by the 1907 depression.

Dr. Schenck soon set to work preparing a working plan for the unit. In this, the first of its kind on the continent of North America, he estimated that a gross income for a 12 year period from all sources might approach $126,000, and that the total expenses for the first 12 years might be $175,000. This could only be a shot in the dark. When efforts were made to market high grade lumber and cash-in at a profit, eyes turned to the untapped virgin stand in the Big Creek valley, but for bringing down the logs there were neither road, flume nor a drivable stream. The water course had to be cleaned of rocks and fallen trees; the sharp bends must be eased and protected from under-cutting. To cut the Gordian knot, Pinchot, who had Vanderbilt's approval, proposed to construct a splash dam and build up a sufficient head of water to flush the big logs down. Before this work began Schenck was surprised to learn from Mr. Vanderbilt that Gifford Pinchot's connection with the Biltmore estate had ended. Vanderbilt, however, thought it would be wise to carry out the logging plans and the sawmill operations on the French Broad River as Pinchot had planned. As a consequence, Whitney was ordered to go ahead with the building of the dam.

It was this Big Creek area which brought Schenck and Pinchot into their first great disagreement. Pinchot had shown Schenck the beautiful stand of mature tulip trees, chestnut, red oak, basswood and ash, etc. Pinchot believed that this forest was ripe for cutting with promise of much profit to the estate and the cause of good forestry. Schenck tells that he thought the project ill advised, but said nothing against it at the time. In the end the estate suffered a great financial loss. Schenck comments as a post mortem, "We acted without due consideration of means and ends; lacking knowledge of local conditions, lumbering markets, freight rates; and we disregarded the financial as well as the forestry interest of our employer; and, if yellow poplar seedlings were what we wanted, we could have had millions by removing the litter, or scratching the soil, or observed what had taken place on many exposed, denuded and abandoned fields." The creek after the cleaning and driving of logs was completely ruined for fishing, and its beauty destroyed; thus another wall of grief came from the local people and sportsmen. Worst of all, the banks of the creek, arched with rhododendrons, greened with moss and replete with brook trout was made a ruin, a veritable arroyo of torn shores and skimmed stones. The logs below the dam often got stranded, resulting in much labor and law suits. The same vandalism had taken place on the Murz River in Germany and all under the label of forestry.
The Biltmore Plantations

While all the heretofore recorded forest activities were in progress, a nursery for the production of suitable planting stock of trees had been prepared and actual field installations were under way. Plantings had begun, even before Schenck arrived, as early as 1890 using stock bought from Illinois nurseries. The work was naturally intensified under Dr. Schenck's direction. Much of this was done by the assistance of apprentices, rangers, and laborers. Areas to be covered were those denuded of timber and depleted farmland, especially the badly eroded areas. In some cases brush fences lodged against posts were built contour-wise at different levels. Both conifers and hardwoods were set out, sometimes pure, but most often in mixtures. (4) Haasis lists 77 different plantations varying from 1/10 to 60 acres, with a total of close to 300 acres and of 40 different species of trees. In some cases Dr. Schenck imported white pine planting stock from Germany. By far the greater number were northern white pine: pure, about 111 acres and mixed with other conifers or with hardwoods interspersed on 139 acres. Other evergreens were Norway spruce, shortleaf pine, pitch pine and Douglas fir. Among the leading hardwoods were sugar maple, black walnut, black cherry, white oak and white ash. In general the conifers have developed much more rapidly and attained better form than the hardwoods, because the latter, if planted on depleted top soil, gravelly or rapidly drying terrain, usually stagnated and showed poor form. Only black locust and a very few other hardwood trees would grow on such areas. Aside from failure by drought, we know that the hardwoods are more subject to rodent damage, or frost injury than the conifers. In regard to the efforts at erosion control, Dr. Schenck stated that within five years the worn out fields were covered with a thicket of white pine.

The Biltmore School of Forestry

It would seem that the idea of starting a school for the instruction of the many young men who desired to know more about the practice of forestry was a matter of natural consequence. It is possible that the idea had sprouted in Dr. Schenck's mind some time earlier. How it came to be a down-to-earth vocational affair rather than an ordinary academic curriculum seems logical enough, for it followed the precedent of the first such schools in Germany. In order to provide the laboratory phases, especially after work cessation at Biltmore in 1907, it was necessary that the student body travel, and travel much it did — to Europe and to the Pacific Coast! When this school was well on the way it gave rise to considerable skepticism and not a little criticism among the few technically trained foresters in this country. Mr. Pinchot by a letter to Vanderbilt suggested or even asked that the school be discontinued. By sponsoring the Yale forest school, which began the year 1900, Pinchot had his doubts about the advisability of training men who were lacking in basic knowledge. There was, however, a vast difference between a graduate school at Yale for the one at Biltmore required no stiff entrance requirements or college degree. Was Pinchot afraid that Schenck's kind of training, would lower the standard of forestry education in the whole country? Not many years later Henry S. Graves, Director of the Yale forest school went on record to recommend such training, and the New York College of Forestry has for years staffed and maintained a Ranger School in the Adirondacks.
making, the Biltmore House which cost $6,000 a year to keep in operation, closed. Vanderbilt lost heavily, nonpaying farms were discontinued. Markets could not absorb the forest products, and both the manager and the financial controller with allied personnel lost employment. Vanderbilt spent the entire year 1903 abroad, and it was time for Dr. Schenck to do another round in the German army. When he returned he had no official connection with Biltmore estate, but he continued the school which became a traveling concern until 1913. Soon afterwards Schenck returned to Germany. Since he was at home in Lindenfels when the World War I broke out he promptly joined his regiment for service in East Prussia where he was wounded. He wrote this truism in his book — "If forestry at Biltmore was to be a pattern for other private owners to follow, it was necessary to prove that it could be done without the wealth of the Vanderbilts."

The Biltmore School of Forestry which began in 1909 was finally closed in 1913; George Vanderbilt died in 1917; after that the Biltmore forest acres were deeded to and became a part of the Pisgah National Forest.

**Lasting Benefits from the Biltmore Operations**

The impact and lasting results of value to American forestry from Schenck's contact with an unregulated and depleted North Carolina forest may be summed up as follows:

1. The invention of the Biltmore Stick for cruising timber.
2. Control of slope erosion by planting and by brush fences.
3. Necessity of coordinating logging and stream driving with all other (Multiple) uses of the forest.
4. Record of growth, success or failure of planted stock on different sites and in varying mixtures, at Biltmore.
5. Demand for very close checks on all income and expenses in connection with the harvesting of timber.
6. Value of maintaining strict but friendly supervision of all personnel engaged in the operations.
7. Evidence brought to light under what soil, light and surface condition to expect natural reproduction after cutting.
8. Highly technical silvicultural systems now employed in Germany's normal or near normal commercial forest must be greatly modified when used in America at the start of management.
9. Revealing in a measure the curricula and methods most suited for instruction and teaching methods in forestry education.
10. Beginning as early as 1895, Dr. Schenck published his lectures on technical forestry on the subjects of forestry practice under the headings of: history, policy, measurements, finance, silviculture, protection, management, utilization and the art of second growth, — a mine of good information for those who wanted to practice good forestry.

Dr. Carl Alwin Schenck's earthly remains were interred at Lindenfels in May 1955, but "His soul is marching on."

**Note:** With grateful acknowledgment to the American History Foundation and the Minnesota Historical Society, of St. Paul, Minnesota, for permission to use information from the book, "Carl Alwin Schenck," 224 pp. illus. 1955, and for use of the front page photo of Dr. Schenck by 'Karsh' of Ottawa. Also with thanks to Mr. Elwood R. Mauder of the Forest History Society, Inc. of Saint Paul, Minnesota, for use of the reprint "Carl Alwin Schenck," issued by The Hercules Powder Company of Wilmington, Delaware, 1955. The details about the chateau by Lou Harshaw were kindly provided by the Asheville, North Carolina Chamber of Commerce.
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Many people are enthusiastic advocates of having forest landowners grow "high-quality" timber. They feel that short-sightedness and ignorance are the principal reasons why silviculture aimed at such timber is not more popular. The purpose of this paper is to point out that timber quality is not a variable measured on a single scale ranging from low to high, but instead is a collective term for numerous attributes and variables affecting either end-product serviceability or manufacturing cost. An attribute of timber considered desirable by manufacturers of certain end-products may be considered unimportant or even undesirable by manufacturers of others. Before landowners incur the added silvicultural costs required to produce timber with certain attributes, they naturally wish to be assured that these costs will be repaid with interest when stumpage is sold or manufactured. Such repayment depends on whether cheaper processing of more costly wood produces a more serviceable or a cheaper end-product than can be produced by more costly processing of cheaper wood, or by using materials other than wood.

Some of the attributes or variables known to affect different timber end-products differently are size (or age), rate of growth, species (or genus), linearity, amount and distribution of unsound wood (or holes), and knottiness. Forest management of existing stands (i.e., not considering the possibility of controlled breeding, planting, or direct seeding) is based largely on deferring harvest of promising individual trees until they have attained desired size and on shortening the time needed to attain that size (1) by harvest or elimination of less desirable stems and concentration of spatial growth-potential on more desirable stems; (2) by amendment of sites, through fertilizer, drainage, irrigation, cultivation, or fire; and (3) by physiological stimulation of individual tree growth through hormones or auxins. In addition, the amount of knot-free bole surface can be increased by pruning limbs.

Within limits, composition of the residual stand is influenced by deadening and harvest operations, especially with respect to visibly recognizable genotypic attributes such as genus or species (often called "stand composition"), and with respect to phenotypic variables or attributes such as vigor, size, straightness, and freedom from knots and other defects. These facts are well known. In most cases, influencing the future stand in a desirable direction requires investment—in the form either of direct input or of deferred returns. Consequently, the decision of a forest manager to modify the future quality of a stand depends on economic considerations: the comparative returns from alternative uses of time, growing space, and funds, along with the penalty or gain incurred in deferment of returns.

There are really two kinds of attributes or variables included in the term "quality." One kind affects the utility or serviceability of the end-product. The other kind affects the cost of manufacturing a unit of end-product of specified quality. Knotty logs generally yield construction lumber somewhat less serviceable than lumber from clear logs, because knots may develop into holes which leak, because knots do not paint well, because knots decrease strength, and because knots cannot be worked smoothly with certain tools. Certain other end-products are equally as serviceable whether made from knotty logs or from clear logs, from small logs or from large logs, but use of small and knotty logs usually involves a higher cost per unit of end-product. It is quite obvious, then, that there are thresholds for some variables or attributes below which utility for certain end-products disappears, while other variables merely affect end-product yields or costs of manufacture. As derived chemicals or reconstituted fibers become increasingly important products of the forest, threshold utility levels of a given attribute or variable are much less often encountered, and marginal or threshold costs are much more often the criteria on which quality assessment is based.

Other things being equal, costs of manufacture decrease and product yields of all end-products improve as tree size increases (up to equipment capacity) and as proportion of knot-free, non-defective wood increases. However, 6 major groups of end-
products are affected somewhat differently by type and distribution of defects, including knots. These
groups are: poles and piling, yard and structural
lumber, factory lumber and dimension stock, veneer
and staves, fiber, and chemicals.

Species, diameter, taper, and length to some cut-off point are attributes or variables which can be
determined for any tree or portion of a tree. Major
imperfections should each be expressed quantitatively
and separately because the different end-product
groups may be affected quite differently by a given
defect. Thus:

(1) Curvature or sweep decreases utility of poles, piling,
yard, and structural lumber. To quantify, measure
middle ordinate of affected arc.

(2) Internal rot or hollow decreases utility of poles,
piling, and fiber bolts.

(3) Aggregate diameter and character of knots or knot-
indicators per unit of surface decrease utility of
yard and structural lumber.

(4) Circumferential distribution of surface defects in-
cluding knot-indications affects costs of short-length
products such as veneer and staves.

(5) Combined longitudinal and circumferential distri-
bution of surface defects including knot-indications affect costs of factory lumber and dimension stock.
To quantify circumferential and longitudinal distri-
bution separately, take systematic sampling points
along the bole and determine at each point the propor-
tion of circumferential strip which is continuously
clear in a band 3 feet wide and also determine the length of longitudinal strip which is continuously clear on the single face on which the sampling point appears. Weighted mean proportion clear and weighted mean length clear with co-
efficients of variation will be the most important
parameters of spatial distribution of imperfections.

(6) Externally inferable fiber defects such as char, rot,
pitch soak, lean decrease utility of fiber bolts.

(7) Other expense-increasing factors such as crook,
breakage, burls, extreme limbiness may increase
costs beyond economic limits even for chemical
wood.

If these 7 variables were each quantified or ex-
pressed as ranks or grades, with the most useful or
desirable rank denoted “1” in each case, a cow oak
24 inches in d.b.h. and 48 feet from stump to a
14-inch cut-off point might be described as
1:2:1:1:3:1:1. This could be interpreted as mean-
ing that it was the best 24-inch cow oak class with
respect to freedom from sweep, low aggregate knot
diameter, freedom from circumferential defect, free-
dom from external fiber defect, and freedom from
miscellaneous defects, but that internal rot was bad
enough to put it in the second-best class, and it was
in the third-best class with respect to longitudinal
distance between defects. Because of slight internal
rot which would have to be junk-butted, such a tree
would probably make marginal short piling. Because
of uniform close longitudinal and circumferential
spacing of defects, such a tree would not make high
grade factory lumber or dimension stock. It might,
however, yield some choice short stave bolts or
veneer blocks. Such a multiple-digit characterization
within a species and size class would give a far
better picture of quality than any single set of grades.
Other variables involving internal wood characteristics can be added to the 7 listed variables, if desir-
ed.

Now that pulping, laminating, gluing, patching, and
paper-facing have become feasible even for
structural uses, we are faced with some new ques-
tions. Is it more profitable to grow near-perfect but
expensive wood that can be processed at low cost,
or is it more profitable to grow wood at maximum
rates for a given level of investment, and then to
spend more money processing it (during the course
of which we can give it properties which even a
“high” grade of lumber or veneer does not naturally
possess)? Now that wood must bear the costs of
growing, can it still be produced cheaply enough to
compete (as sawn boards) with structural materials
technologically more desirable and currently only
slightly more expensive? Will we not have to build
into wood (through processing) attributes we can
never hope to create through silviculture? People
who believe in quality for quality’s sake avoid these
questions.

TIME AND SPACE

Let us consider the two easily controllable major
factors affecting characteristics of a growing tree.
They are time and space (or density if space be
regarded as fixed). Desirable genotypes or pheno-
types should be allocated additional time and as
much space they can efficiently use in the interval
between harvests until they reach the desirable size.
Less desirable phenotypes or genotypes are harvested
or deadened if close enough to desirable trees so that
their growing space can be used by those trees, or
if it is desired to create space for regeneration. Ulti-
mately, this process results in allocating longer time
and more space to the better trees, and shorter time
and less space to the poorer trees.

Except where tree regeneration is desired and
secured, too low a density of trees is wasteful of
space. In the South, for example, the lower limits of
desirable growing stock density probably lie
between 50 and 70 square feet of basal area per acre
(regardless of species, site, and tree size). Below this
level, growing stock cannot fully utilize the site and
loses control of it to other vegetation without special
cultivation, prescribed burning, or chemical appli-
cations.

The upper limits of density are not determined
solely by biological behavior. Owner objectives, inter-

est rates, and premiums paid for large trees all help
set the limits. However, when densities are permitted
to exceed 100-120 square feet per acre (regardless of
species, site, and tree size), low interest rates and
excessive mortality tend to render the prospect un-
attractive to most southern forest owners.
Hence, the desirable basal area density limits within which the southern silviculturist will try to maintain his stands are 50-120 square feet at the extremes, but are more commonly 70-100 square feet. Lower limbs are shed more quickly at high densities than at low densities, but large diameters are obtained more quickly at low densities than at high densities, and capital investment is less.

The other important silvicultural variable is time. The major question is: How long are we willing to defer individual tree harvest in order to increase tree size and the quantity of knot-free wood. At this point it is convenient to consider an 18-year period, and to remember that 2 percent compound interest multiplies original costs or returns in that time by 1.5, 4 percent doubles them, 6 percent triples them, and 8 percent quadruples them (all multipliers are approximate). Doubling the time interval means squaring each multiplier, halving the time interval means taking the square root of each multiplier.

Growing a tree for an additional 18 years means that final tree value (minus a regeneration cost of roughly 25 cents per square foot of basal area) must be 1.5, 2, 3, or 4 times as much as initial tree value (minus a regeneration cost of 25 cents per square foot of basal area). Although it is easy for small trees to double, triple, or quadruple their value in 18 years, it would require biologically impossible growth rates for very large trees to do this. An alternate approximation, based on Schneider’s useful growth-percent formula, would prescribe the harvest of any tree whose rate of current growth was as slow as that implied by a product (rings per inch times inches of d.b.h.) exceeding 200 for 2 percent growth, 100 for 4 percent, 67 for 6 percent, and 50 for 8 percent growth. If 6 rings per inch is accepted as about the most rapid volume growth to be expected from well-managed stands, then 33 inches, 17 inches, and 8 inches are the tree sizes at which volume growth would drop below the specified interest rates (disregarding regeneration costs). Quality increment and increment in merchantable height might reasonably be expected to balance moderate risk or insurance rates.

The biological ramifications of economic space-time functions have not been fully explored. Irrigation, cultivation, and fertilization in particular may become economic forest practices. Local stand-structure studies, to correlate growth with quantitative variables describing stand distribution in space and size, are badly needed to permit more refined calculations. A few generalizations about trees, space, and time seem reasonably safe, however, space affects diameter growth principally, time affects both height and diameter growth, and site quality affects mainly height growth.

KNOTS

And now for knots. In the South (to keep in the same region from which our earlier example was chosen), it will take about 36 years of very rapid growth to add 10 inches to a 6- or an 8-inch pine tree. If money is spent for pruning, harvesting the tree prior to attaining a 10-inch diameter increment will hardly be worthwhile. Pruning one 16-foot log on a hundred 6-inch trees per acre might cost about $10 per acre. After 36 years, the difference in stump-age price per acre between a pruned and an unpruned stand would have to be $20, $40, $90, or $160 at interest rates of 2, 4, 6, or 8 percent. If crop-tree yield were 10,000 board feet (40 trees averaging 3 logs in height and 16 inches in d.b.h.), the stumpage price premium for the 40 pruned final crop trees would have to be $2, $4, $9, or $16 per MBM to earn 2, 4, 6, or 8 percent on the original investment. Currently, it is doubtful whether more than 6 or 8 percent could be earned, in view of the well-known difficulty of maintaining an average growth rate of 3 inches in 10 years over a 36-year period on a stand with a terminal volume of 10,000 board feet (basal area 56 square feet per acre), and in view of the trend toward a narrower gap between prices pair for “high” and “low” quality stumpage of medium size.

Consequently, the returns from increasing the amount of knot-free wood through pruning are attractive in the South only where landowners have taken advantage of all high-return, low-risk, short-term investment opportunities such as planting or releasing potential crop trees from weed- or wolf-tree competition.

In southern hardwoods, three additional factors operate to make pruning even less attractive. First, the danger of rot or insect infestation is increased by the exposure of branch stub cross-sections. Second, many species such as oak and sweetgum featherout with epicormic or adventitious branches after pruning and thinning. Third, since most hardwood products can utilize short clear lengths, the difference in value between long clear lengths secured by pruning and short clear lengths obtained in the absence of pruning would not justify pruning expense for many products.

To put it bluntly, these are some of the reasons why southern forest land managers are spending most of their limited silvicultural budget on artificial or natural regeneration and culm tree control. The recent Timber Resources Review of the U.S. Forest Service indicated that far more funds are needed for highly profitable planting and culm-tree control alone than are in prospect.

Two things might just possibly make pruning more attractive in the future. One is an unlikely increase in the spread between pruned and unpruned stumpage. The other is greatly improved mechanization so that standing trees can be limbed nearly as cheaply as felled trees can or as knots can be excised or screened out in manufacture. Tractorborne hydraulic
lic lifts and electric or hydraulic saws could make 2, 3, or 4-log pruning almost as cheap as 1-log pruning. Research on this phase of pruning is long overdue.

In summary, it would seem that the silviculturist in the South has economic inducements to maintain densities of from 70 to 100 square feet of desirable well-distributed basal area. This statement applies regardless of species, site, size, or age. Fluctuation within that range will not cause notable changes in wood quality, yield, or biological behavior.

The major influence that the silviculturist can bring to bear on wood quality is the elimination of less desirable phenotypes or genotypes by early harvest cuts or deadening, to the end that more space can be made available to and more growth concentrated on the better phenotypes or genotypes. His other important influence is in deferring harvest of crop trees to allow them to gain in size and in amount of knot-free wood. The extent to which he will continue to thus defer returns depends on the premium paid for large clear trees, and this in turn depends on how much more cheaply the desired end-products can be manufactured from large, clear trees. It is hard to see any economic justification for deferring returns so that southern trees might be grown larger than 16 to 30 inches in diameter. Where fiber or chemical yields are the end-product, sizes somewhat smaller than that may be more profitable unless regeneration costs or risks are exceptionally high, or mechanized harvesting of pulpwod develops in the direction of handling large single stems (as in harvesting sawtimber) instead of numerous small stems (as in harvesting sugarcane).

Pruning will not be as economically attractive as alternative forestry measures unless pruning costs are lowered, unless the premium paid for pruned stumpage is increased, or unless alternative opportunities for planting and cull-tree control are exhausted.

---
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Forestry Club membership has been steadily increasing since the beginning of fall quarter. As of now almost two-thirds of the forestry students are active members. Membership in the freshman class is near one-hundred percent.

Last fall the second annual Foresters’ Day was held. Everyone enjoyed the competitive events, the dinner, and the dancing.

Because of an increase in wholesale prices, our profit from Christmas tree sales was a little lower than the year before, but the general public was very well pleased with the quality of trees that we had to offer. We are looking forward to the year when our own trees will be ready for sale.

Dr. Carl Goebel, our new faculty advisor, took over at the beginning of fall quarter. We are very grateful to Dr. George Thomson, the previous advisor, for his many years of service to the Forestry Club.
"Advancement by Education" was the theme for the 1960 Forestry Open House. The purpose of the display was to demonstrate to the public some of the advancements that have been made in forestry because of education. There were four general fields used to accomplish this goal. These four fields were reforestation, protection, wood preservation, and wood waste.

The methods used to show the advancements were first, to show some of the old methods used in the past and second, the new, present day methods.

The reforestation display consisted of an actual model plus a pictorial display of the old and new methods of reproduction cuttings. The pictorial portion of the display showed the results obtained from one of the present day practices carried out on a Douglas-fir area.

In the field of protection insect damage was stressed. There were displays of many of the forest insects with a sample of the damage they inflict to forest trees. Some of the present day means of controlling these invaders of the forest were also displayed to stress the theme.

The wood waste display was built around many of the by-products which can now be used. Many of the wastes, which were previously destroyed, were shown in the form of the products which advanced education and research have found for them.

In the area of wood preservation, the great advancements made through education were shown by a series of examples of the methods used through the years to preserve wood. These included the use of salt in the older days by shipmaster up to the modern, present day methods of pressure treating wood.

As a climax to the display, an educational pyramid was shown, indicating the development of the professional forester from the time he enters college until he graduates.

Prof. Hartman Dinner

The recognition dinner for the late Prof. G. B. Hartman was held on May 18, 1960 to honor Prof. Hartman for 25 years of service to Iowa State University.

Approximately 300 friends, students and associates of Prof. Hartman attended the dinner and saw him receive testimonial letters, an alumni purse, the S.A.F. Fellow award, the Iowa State Journal of Science issue dedicated to him, and other gifts and awards.

Mr. DeWitt Nelson was the featured speaker for the banquet.
**Driftwood**

The Driftwood is the ISU Forestry Club’s answer to Playboy Magazine. It is a non-periodical periodical published about once a quarter by the club.

While containing some articles of educational importance, the Driftwood is aimed primarily at entertainment. Articles ranging from personal interviews with staff members to satires on various instructors are published. During spring quarter of 1960, the Driftwood compiled a listing of summer locations of the ISU foresters to help plan summer get togethers and to secure rides. One of the most popular articles appearing each year, is the summer camp coverage. This year Jim Schwartz did a fine write up on it although a few of the instructors were shot out of the saddle. The Driftwood is also receiving wide acclaim as an art magazine, mainly through the efforts of our cartoonist John Gordon, and as usual, the instructors seem to suffer a bit. Although the Driftwood does not publish articles on technical forestry, it does publish articles of direct concern to the ISU forestry students as evidenced this fall in Jim Boyle’s interview with our new department head. The Driftwood also functions to keep the students informed of club and departmental activities.

**Assignment Indonesia**

Honolulu, Tokyo, Hong Kong, Singapore, Bogor, Java via jet flight over the Pacific. Sounds like a nice trip, doesn’t it? At the time of this writing the family of Dr. Dwight Bensend is eagerly preparing for just such a trip that will become a reality for them in March of this year. Dr. Bensend has been assigned to a position at the University of Indonesia at Bogor, Java, and he and his family will leave for their new home on March 1. Iowa State University has granted Dr. Bensend an 18-month leave of absence from his duties as professor of forestry so that he can take this Far-East assignment.

The University of Indonesia has a cooperative program with the University of Kentucky, and Dr. Bensend will be the fourteenth American professor to go to Bogor, Java through this program. His assignment came through the University of Kentucky Research Foundation which is financed by the International Cooperation Administration.

Dr. Bensend will be employed as a professor of forestry at the University of Indonesia where he will help to organize the curriculum in forestry, teach wood technology, basic properties of wood, and forest products courses. A number of native Indonesian men have already received their masters degrees in forestry and will work toward their Ph.D. degrees under the graduate research program that Dr. Bensend will help initiate.

As a major step in their expanded educational program, the Indonesian government is building a new university campus at Bogor, and the first buildings to be constructed will be three forestry buildings that will house wood technology and silviculture labs. Part of Dr. Bensend’s work will be to advise the university officials as to what equipment to purchase for these buildings and to help set up the new forestry school facilities.

The Indonesian people are very interested in exploiting their vast forest resources, and Dr. Bensend’s first job on arrival in Indonesia will be to travel about the country with native foresters to make a survey of the forests and forest products. This general survey of Indonesian forest resources will help Dr. Bensend in directing his work toward the needs of the native forestry students.

Teaching forestry to Indonesian students will present a great challenge to Dr. Bensend, and life in a tropical city in the mountains of Java will be an experience that few American foresters can ever match.

**Wives Club**

The Forestry Student Wives Club of Iowa State University was organized in the fall of 1948 with the help of the forestry staff wives. Presently, the club has 40 members and holds regular meetings once a month in the lounge of the Women’s Gym with special programs planned for each meeting. This year’s programs have included a film, *Democracy’s College*, a demonstration of Christmas wrappings and decorations, and a talk by Mr. Dietchman on “the Forest Service as a Profession.”

Every Christmas, candy and cookies are sent to the Polk County Home and toys are sent to the Woodward Home for retarded children. With the cooperation of the Men’s Forestry Club, diplomas are given to the wives of the graduating seniors. Last spring these diplomas, known as “P. H. T.’s” (Putting Hubby Through) were given to the wives at a breakfast get-together.

The purpose of the Club is to bring the wives of the forestry students closer together through social activities. A few social meetings such as the pot luck supper and the annual spring picnic are held throughout the year. One of the highlights of the Club’s social activities is the tea given the forestry faculty wives each spring.

This year’s officers are: Ann Barker, president; Mona Bird, vice-president; Lynette Norton, secretary-treasurer; Joan Basset, historian; and Mrs. Carl Goebel, faculty advisor.
Forester's Day—1960

The first annual Forester's Day was held at the 4-H Camp on April 23, 1960.

Forester's Day combines Paul Bunyan Day, which was held during Veishea, spring campfire, recognition day, and hoe-down.

Prizes were awarded to the winners of individual events as follows: Jim Boyle, tree climbing; Dick Pierce, match splitting; Clint Bird, log throwing and log chopping; and Dave Smith and Jim Gottsacker, 2 man bucking.

After a meal of bratwurst, presentations were awarded. Prof. Hartman was presented an engraved ax by the Forestry Club for 25 years of service to the department. Jim Gottsacker received the "Son of Paul" award, and Keith Jensen was announced as the top student of the Class of 1960.

Conclave

The Proud Lake Recreational Area, Ann Arbor, Michigan, was the site for the 7th Annual Midwestern Foresters Conclave on April 29-May 1, 1960. The Conclave is held each year to promote good relations between the six accredited forestry schools in the Midwest. Listed in order of total points accumulated in the various competitive events, these schools are: the University of Michigan, Purdue University, Michigan State University, Michigan College of Mining and Technology, the University of Minnesota and Iowa State University.

The contests began early on Saturday morning, April 30, and consisted of dendrology, traverse running, log throwing, chain throwing, bait casting, two man bucking, one man bucking, match splitting, log chopping, log rolling, and, of course, tobacco spitting.

Iowa State competed valiantly in all contests, earning a total of $\frac{1}{2}$ point and the admiration of all, but our 6-man crew was unable to match the 30 men that the University of Michigan used to accumulate their winning total of 45. Michigan University's close rival, Purdue, was next with a score of 18.

Our team consisted of Dave Smith, Howard Halverson, Kent MacDonald, Ken Kocina, and Ed Allen, with Bob Joens as chairman.

At the close of the Conclave, Iowa State was selected as the host school for 1961. This will be the big event on our spring agenda and should prove the Iowa State foresters capable of conducting the conclave in the same top-notch manner evident when they sponsored it back in 1956.
Forester's Day—1961

The second annual Forester's Day was held on October 13, 1961 with individual competition being the high spot of the day. Two sophomores, Joe Bena and John Shepard, were victorious in the two man bucking event, while Bena won the one man bucking and Shepard took honors in log chopping. Other event winners were: Jim Boyle, pole climbing; Don Dittmar, tree felling; Fred Walk, log throwing; and Denny Vermillion, match splitting.

A dinner of pork chops and trimmings was served, and singing and dancing was the featured entertainment for the evening.
1960 Summer Camp

Regeneration Problems

Determining Age
70 cubic feet seems like a good guess.

The 1960 summer camp of the ISU Forestry Department took place at Wirt, Minnesota, for the second year. The land of ten-thousand lakes welcomed us with the memories of the 1959 camp fresh in its mind.

The first week or so was spent teaching us the uses of the tools of forestry, the old standbys of the double-bit and the cross-cut saw. After the first week the race against time was on. While one section was learning the silviculture of the region the rest of the camp started a contour map of the "Lost Forty." After the first week the sections shifted in subject matter, and followed in each other's footsteps.

The many and diversified field trips spaced throughout camp served to show us the main forestry industries of the northern Minnesota area. The rangers on the nearby districts were very helpful in scheduling trips to coincide with the subject matter. The trip to Mando Paper Company, International Falls, Minnesota, was once again the highlight of the entire camp.

Once again the volley-ball net was kept hot after classes with the instructors on opposite teams so that only one at a time would be defeated. After all we had to think of our grades. Our soft-ball teams didn't do as well as the fellows last year. The 1959 boys beat the teams so badly that the local teams were laying for us. They even imported a few pitchers and we must admit that they beat us once in a while.

In contrast to the 1959 session the fishing around camp was very good. The 1961 camp will move from Wirt, but the 1960 veterans hope the 1961 camp is as successful as the last.
STOLTENBERG, CARL H., Ph.D. — Head of Forestry Department; General Forestry, Advanced Forest Economics Research

The head of the Forestry Department at ISU, Dr. Carl Stoltenberg joined our staff August 1, 1960. Dr. Stoltenberg, born in Monterey, California in 1924, received his forestry schooling at the Universities of California and Minnesota, and holds B.S., M.F., and Ph.D. degrees. Just prior to accepting his position at ISU, Dr. Stoltenberg was chief of the Division of Forest Economics Research for the Northeastern Forest Experiment Station. Research, students, and learning more about Iowa are Dr. Stoltenberg's hobbies. He is married and has five children, Bruce, Gail, Susan, Paul, and Shirley.

BENSEND, DWIGHT W., Ph.D. — Professor of Forestry; Wood Technology, Seasoning and Bonding of Wood, Forest Products, Special Problems in Wood Ut., Graduate Courses in Courses in Wood Ut.

Indonesia, the new home of Dr. Dwight Bensend, is a long distance from Turtle Lake, Wisconsin where ISU's "wood Ut. man" was born in 1913. Dr. Bensend attended the University of Minnesota where he received his B.S. in 1947, his Ph. D. in 1942, and where he taught after his graduation. Dr. Bensend worked at the Forest Products Lab at Madison, Wisconsin, and served as Chairman of the Midwest Section of the Forest Products Research Society and is presently a member of the seven-man joint National Lumber Manufacturers Association—Forest Products Research Society Education Committee. Dr. Bensend's hobbies are community service, hunting, fishing, and, very appropriately, travel. Dr. Bensend is married and is the father of three daughters.
GATHERUM, GORDON E., Ph.D. — Associate Professor of Forestry; Silviculture, Forest Influences, Half-time Research in Silviculture

Dr. Gordon Gatherum before coming to Iowa State in 1953 had a wide variety of professional forestry experience. He was cruiser and topographer for Rayonier Lumber Company at Hoquiam, Washington, research aid in the Utah State fish and game department, teaching assistant in the Department of Range Management at Utah State University, research aid at the Central Plains Experimental Range at Nunn, Colorado, range conservationist for the S.C.S. at Tremonton, Utah, Assistant Professor of Agronomy at Texas Technical College at Lubbock, and Instructor of Range Management at Colorado State University at Ft. Collins. Dr. Gatherum, born in Salt Lake City, Utah, studied at the Universities of Utah and Washington, Utah State and Iowa State Universities and holds a B.S. degree in forest management, M.S. in range management, and Ph.D. in plant physiology-silviculture. Jazz and classical music, skiing, and gardening are Dr. Gatherum’s hobbies, and he is present Holst Tract Advisor. He and Mrs. Gatherum have three children, Laurie, 11, Mark, 8, and Kristin, 2.

THOMSON, GEORGE W., Ph.D. — Professor of Forestry; Mensuration, Photogrammetry, Farm Forestry, Mapping (Summer Camp)

Iowa State’s Forestry Department is “home” to Dr. George Thomson, who received his B.S. here in 1943, his M.S. in 1947, and his Ph.D. in 1956. Dr. Thomson, born at Seward, Illinois in 1921, spent three years, 1943 to 1946, in the Army then returned to do his graduate work and teach at his alma mater. His family, wife and three sons aged 8, 5, and 1½, and his hobbies of reading and photography keep Dr. Thompson busy when he isn’t teaching or lining up summer jobs for the forestry students.

KELLOGG, LEONARD F., M.F. — Professor of Forestry; General Forestry, Silviculture (Summer Camp), Forest Protection, Logging and Milling, Forest Management

Leonard F. Kellogg joined the staff of the Forestry Department at Iowa State twelve years ago after experience as junior forester on the Shasta National Forest and at the Appalachian Forest Experiment Station and work for the Central States Forest Experiment Station. Prof. Kellogg studied at the University of Chicago, University of California, and Yale University and holds B.S. and M.F. degrees. Along with his duties as professor at ISU Prof. Kellogg is active in membership work with S.A.F. and serves as staff advisor to the Ames Forester. His hobbies are wood-working, nature study, travel, and forest history. Professor Kellogg and his wife, Edith, have a daughter, Virginia, and son Perry.
ETHINGTON, ROBERT L., M.S. — Instructor of Forestry; Wood Technology, Seasoning and Bonding of Wood, Forest Products, Mechanical and Physical Properties of Wood

The youngest member of the forestry staff at ISU, Bob Ethington, is teaching and working toward his Ph.D. in the combined fields of wood utilization and theoretical and applied mechanics. Bob was born at State Center, Iowa in 1932 and earned his B.S. in wood utilization and M. S. in T & AM at ISU. Bob is married and has two daughters, Teresa and Sheryl. Before joining the teaching staff at ISU, Bob worked at the Forest Products Lab at Madison, Wisconsin.

HOPKINS, FRED S., Ph.D. — Assistant Professor of Forestry; Forest Economics, Forest Policy and Administration, One-fourth time Research in Economics.

The “eastern influence” in the forestry faculty at ISU is Dr. Fred Hopkins, who was born in Springfield, Massachusetts in 1922. Dr. Hopkins studied at Massachusetts State College, then at the University of Michigan where he received B.S.F., B.B.A., and M.F. degrees, and at the New York State University, College of Forestry at Syracuse where he earned his Ph.D. degree in 1959. Prior to joining the ISU faculty in September, 1959 Dr. Hopkins had worked as a forester for the New England Forestry Foundation at Warner, New Hampshire, Manager of Clearing Construction Company, Ltd. at Mackay, Ontario, timber buyer for True Temper corporation at St. Johnsbury, Vermont, and instructor of forest economics at the Forestry College at Syracuse. Dr. Hopkins is married and has four children, Ricky, Marti, Sally, and Steve. He enjoys travel, camping, hiking, and mountain climbing as his hobbies.

GOEBEL, CARL J., Ph.D. — Assistant Professor of Forestry; Range Management, Silviculture, Forest Conservation

Dr. Carl Goebel, who came to Iowa State two years ago, received his forestry education at Universities of Wisconsin and Idaho and at Utah State University. He holds a B.S. in forestry and a Ph.D. in range management. Dr. Goebel has worked as range surveyor for B.L.M., as research assistant at the Forest Service Experimental Station at Le Grande, Oregon, and as forester on the Cache National Forest near Logan, Utah. His hobbies, skiing, tennis, photography, plant collection, and hunting, and his work as advisor to the Forestry Club occupy many of Dr. Goebel’s “off duty” hours. Dr. Goebel is married has two sons aged four and six.
AIKMAN, J. M., PhD. — Professor of Botany; Dendrology, Plant Ecology

Dr. J. M. Aikman has been teaching foresters at Iowa State for thirty-three years and still greatly enjoys helping his students learn and remember more trees than they thought they could. Born at Mason City, Nebraska in 1893, Dr. Aikman received his A.B. degree from Nebraska Wesleyan University in 1917, his Ph.D. from the University of Nebraska in 1928, and an Honorary Dr. of Science Degree from his alma mater in 1951. Prior to joining the staff at Iowa State in 1927 Dr. Aikman was Professor of Botany at Nebraska Wesleyan. During the year 1934-35 he took a leave of absence from his duties at Iowa State to serve as Senior Botanist for the Forest Service, and from 1951 to 1953 he was gone again, this time as Principal Research Advisor for the Foreign Agriculture Service in Ecuador. Dr. Aikman and his wife have a daughter, Marjorie, and son, Jim. The Aikmans enjoy traveling about the U.S. while Dr. Aikman pursues his hobbies of collecting dendro specimens, doing research in ecology, and fishing.

McNABB, HAROLD S., Ph.D. — Associate Professor of Forest Pathology; Forest Pathology, Wood Deterioration

Dr. Harold McNabb, who teaches the forest pathology courses at ISU was born in Lincoln, Nebraska in 1927. He received his B.S. in botany-chemistry at the University of Nebraska and after studying at Yale University with a forest pathology major and plant physiology-forestry minor, Dr. McNabb received his M.S. and Ph.D. degrees. He spent the summers of 1944 through 1949 on the Kanisku National Forest in Idaho working as lookout-fireman and district dispatcher. From 1945 to 1952 Dr. McNabb was a teaching assistant at Yale, and from 1949 to 1952 he was engaged in wood deterioration research on a Navy project there. Dr. McNabb joined the ISU faculty in February, 1953. His hobbies are stamp collecting and Boy Scout work in which he has been active for 21 years and is presently serving as Scoutmaster of the G. B. MacDonald Memorial Troop 158 in Ames. Dr. McNabb was married in 1949 and has a ten-year old son, Peter, and a six-year old daughter, Geneve.

LARSEN, J. A. Ph.D. — Associate Professor of Forestry, Librarian, Partial Retirement

Dr. J. A. Larsen who was born in Drammen, Norway in 1877 is the "old timer" on the I.S.U. forestry staff. Dr. Larsen studied forestry at Yale University where he received his B.S. in 1908 and his M.F. in 1910 then at Iowa State where he received his Ph.D. in 1936. He worked for the U.S. Forest Service from 1910 until 1924 when he came to Iowa State. Silviculture and forest research are Dr. Larsen's main interests, and he enjoys art and philosophy as hobbies. Dr. Larsen has a married daughter living in Omaha and a son Einar Ansgar in Newton, Iowa.
SCHOLTES, WAYNE H., Ph.D. — Professor of Soils; Elementary Soils, Forest Soils, Soil Conservation, Soil Classification

One of the most colorful personalities on the ISU faculty and chief “knocker” among the professors of forestry students is Dr. Wayne Scholtes of the Agronomy Department. Dr. Scholtes was born in Clinton, Iowa in 1917. He received his B.S. in forestry from Iowa State College and did graduate work at Duke University, receiving M.F. and Ph.D. degrees. Before joining the ISU Staff in 1951 Dr. Scholtes had worked for the U. S. Forest Service, U. S. Indian Service, Soil Conservation Service, and Bureau of Plant Industry. His hobbies are camping, hunting, and fishing. Dr. Scholtes is married and is the father of two daughters and one son.

MARIAN BENDER, Departmental Secretary

Marian came to the I.S.U. Forestry Department in 1950 after working for the Iowa State Highway Commission for 5 years. Besides her varied duties as departmental secretary, she is Dr. Stoltenberg’s personal secretary, and secretary of the College Credit Union.
Five Years Later  (Class of 1956)

Graeme Berlyn is presently an instructor in wood anatomy at Yale University in New Haven, Connecticut. He and his wife Mary Kay have one boy John. Graeme received his Ph. D. from Iowa State in 1960 and is now doing mostly research and teaching.

Duane Breon writes from Pinedale Arizona, where he is District Forest Ranger, Pinedale Ranger District, Sitgreaves Natl. For. John and his wife Mary have three children Susan, Belinda, and Mark. He is active in Natl. Forest Admin. Duane also informs us that presently two of the four Ranger Districts have Iowa State grads as District Rangers-Jack Crellin and himself.

From Munroe Falls, Ohio writes Richard Brown. He is a forester working with the Ohio Edison Electric Co. in Akron. His work is supervising line clearance for new lines, tree trimming and landscaping substations. Richard and his wife Kathryn have two children Kenneth 2 and Nancy 4 months. He is also active in "Mens Galeden Forum of Akron."


Richard Crowther received his M.S. in 1956 from Iowa State, and is presently an assistant professor, Forestry Department at Michigan College of Mining and Technology, Houghton, Michigan. Richard is married to the former Dorothy Boardman and they have three children Nancy Boardman, Alan and Jean Crowther. His activities are faculty advisor to the Michigan Tech Forester and Michigan Tech Young Republican Club.

Franklin DeVaul is with the International Paper Company, Long-Bell Division, initiating a cost accounting system into their plywood plants. This work is being done in the states of Calif., Oregon, and Washington. Franklin and his wife Joyce have two children; Debra 3 and Franklin Jr., 4 months.

From Custer, South Dakota we hear from Kathleen Fritch. Mrs. Fritch and her husband Don have three girls; Mary 3½ born in Stuttgart, Germany, Robin 2, Darla 10 months. Her husband is a Recreation Forester for the Black Hills National Forest. Mrs. Fritch has become quite a hunter and has bagged an antelope and a 6 point mule deer.

Ronald Gill is presently completing work on a M. A. in Marketing at the State University of Iowa. He and his wife Rose have been married for two years and have no children. Ron tells us that his work will probably be in the Chicago area when he is graduated in Feb. 1961, but was not to certain of this.

Henry Haskell writes from Madison, Wisconsin, where he is presently with the Forest Products Laboratory. He is married and his wife Jeanette is expecting a baby in February.

David How is a land examiner (forester) with U. S. D. I., Bureau of Land Management. His work is in northern California. David and his wife Shirley have a girl Lindsey Jean, 2½ years.

From Des Moines, Iowa we hear from James McIntyre where he is presently employed by Jewett Lumber Company as Manager of their Ft. Des Moines Yard. He and his wife Ruth have two children. Sandra Lynn will be five in Jan. and James Jay will be one in Jan. James is also a member of the International Concatenated Order of Hoo Hoo, Iowa Club No. 102 and is an Associate member of Des Moines Home Builder Association.

Leonard A. Lindquist (Andy) has been moving recently is presently a District Forest Ranger, Cuba District, Santa Fe National Forest in Cuba, New Mexico. Andy and his wife Roberta are expecting their first child in May.

John Quirk is keeping busy as a research forester at the Forest Products Laboratory in Madison, Wis. and is going to school part time working on a doctorate program. John and his wife Barbara have a girl Amy Marie, age 1. Other than school all his work is strictly research in microscopy and electron microscope. John received his M. S. in 1959 from Syracuse, writing his thesis on rheological properties of particleboard.

1953 Summer Camp

Medicine Bow National Forest

AMES FORESTER
Patrons of the 1961 Ames Forester

John M. Aikman
Karl M. Anderson
Lee G. Andreas
William H. Arlen

John C. Barrington
Ken Benda
Dwight W. Bensend
R. A. Blaser
Fred E. Boeckh

Wayne R. Chambers
Duane Christ
Francis T. Colbert
Lauress C. Collister

Albert F. Dodge
R. E. Dodge
Warren T. Doolittle
Robert E. Drexler
William A. Duerr
Paul M. Duerr
S. P. Dykstra

Dean W. Einspahr
T. G. Engelking
John D. Evans

C. E. Fago
Eugene C. Farnsworth
Robert E. Fennell
James E. Ficke
Frances J. Flick

Gordon E. Gatherum
Russell E. Getty
Donald E. Glaser
Nels G. Glesne
Carl Goebel

David K. Nelson
DeWitt Nelson

D. H. Ostermann

Gordon P. Picott
Edwin Pohle
George I. Porter

Edward J. Saba
Kenneth W. Saver
Con. Schallau
Wayne H. Scholtes
Seymour I. Somberg
Carl Stoltenberg
Gilbert H. Stradt

Leonard H. Thomas
Donald E. Thomson
George W. Thomson

C. G. McLaren
Harold S. McNabb
Carl E. Mayer
Melvin L. Merritt
Gene C. Meyer
Hans C. Milius

Lyle F. Watts
G. W. Wendel
Jay. F. Wise
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BALL, GLENN, 2847 32nd Ave., Meridian, Miss., Plant & Timberland Manager, The Flinthive Co.

BISHOP, ALBERT B., 87 Neish St., Cambridge, Calif., Administrative Office, Naval Const. Port, Hawaii, Calif.

BRINKMAN, KENNETH A., 619 Edgewood, Columbia, Missouri, Forest Center, Eastern Division, Forest Service Station.

CARLSON, HENNING, Boise, Idaho, Staff Forester, Boise Nat. Forest, U.S.F.S.

CLOCKER, EVERETT H., Division of Timber Mgmt., U.S. Forest Serv., Washington 25, D.C., Washington Office, United States Forest Serv.

COMPTON, KENNETH G., Geo. Tomlinson Co., Winchester, Ky.


CRANSTON, R. KEITH, Sr., 401 Huddleland, Leland, Miss., Consulting Forester, Keith Cranston & Associates.

ELLERHOFF, MANS A., 2061 - 48th St., Des Moines, Iowa, Superintendent of Forestry, Iowa Conservation Commission.

ELSTON, LLOYD M., Address Uncertain.

FELKER, RALPH H., 1690 N. Lambert Lane, Provo, Utah, Area Conservation Officer, Soil Conservation Service.

FERGUson, LEWIS K., 612 South Moore St., Algona, Iowa, Senior Right-of-way Agent, Iowa Highway Commission.


JENSEN, ALVIN, 1145 First Ave., Ottawa, Ill., Engineer, Illinois Division of Highways.


JOHNSON, R. VERLE, Lockwood Rd. RFD 2, Peckskill, N. Y.


LUNDQUIST, JOHN A., 2431 So. Wolcott Ave., Chicago, Ill., Sales Manager, Edward Hines Lumber Co.

MILLION, HANS C., Box 531, Bend, Ore., Forester, Brooks-Scanlon, Inc.

McELHINNEY, GAIL D., Box 586, British Columbia, Canada, Mgr., Western Pine Lbr. Co.

NISSEN, PAUL FRANK, 5008 D-Ave., Northeast, Cedar Rapids, Ia., Vice President, Nissen Lumber Co.

PERRY, JAMES R., c/o Simpson Redwood Co., P. O. Box 55, Arcata, Calif., Assistant Superintendent, Simpson Redwood Co.

RENAULT, JULES S., 602 Yorktown Dr., Alexandria, Va., TV Specialist, Information & Education, U.S.D.A.

THAYER, MARSHALL, Address Uncertain.

TRIBBETT, VINCENT A., Route 4, Box 700 Skyline Road, Salem, Oregon, U. S. Bureau of Land Management.

WIEHN, LEONARD J., 402 Anawanda Ave., Pittsburgh 34, Penn., Production Planning Department, U. S. Steel Co.

1957

BARTON, JAMES H., 6004 Dodwood Road, Knoxville 18, Tenn., Tennessee Valley Authority.

BAUGHMAN, ROBERT W., Route 3, Ames, Ia., Laboratory Assistant, Dairy Industry Dept., Iowa State University.

BRADFORD, MORSE V., Address Uncertain.


CORNELL, WM. C., Pender, Nebr., U. S. Post Office.

DANNEKEN, WALTER W., 1797 Marigold, Greenville, Miss., Woods Supply, U. S. Gypsum Co., Greenville, Miss.

DAVID, DONALD E., Ashworth Rd., Des Moines, Ia., Contract Plumber.

DeYOUNG, CLARENCE E., 1124 Scholl Road, Ames, Iowa, Chief Instructor, Materials, Iowa Highway Commission.

DIERSWORTH, J. RICHARD, 5610 Harrison, Corvallis, Oregon. Head Dept. of Forest Management School of Forestry, Oregon State College.

EIHENHARD, CLAYTON C., Fremont, Iowa, Farming.

FOLLEN, Wm. FRAZIER, 544 Will-o-Wisp Way, Jackson, Miss., Sales Manager, Warren Wood Lbr. Co.

GRANSON, JOHN E., 954 Park Circle, Boone, Ia., Director, Alumni Fund, Iowa State University.

HOLSCHER, CLARKE E., 6405 Dahnlonoga Road, Washington 16, D.C., Staff Assistant, U. S. Forest Service, Division of Watershed Management Research.


LACK, IVAN N., 1525 Liberty Street, Franklin, Pennsylvania, Staff Engineer, Chicago Pneumatic Tool Company.

LEWISON, WAYNE C., 2 Park St., Hopehale, Mass., Manager, Bobbin Division, Draper Corp.

O'NEILL, GORDON K., Address Uncertain.

OVERBY, JAMES F., Box 2, Marble Rock, Ia., H. S. Principal, Marble Rock Consolidated School.

PATTERSON, A. ROBERT, 4920 Catalia Ave., Athens, Ga., Professor of Forest Management, School of Forestry, University of Georgia.

SADDORIS, THOMAS J., 440 Moreland Drive, Franklin, Pennsylvania, Head Soils Research, Mathieson Chemical Company.

SMITH, WILLIAM F., 3040 N.E. 29th Ave., Portland, Ore., Staff Forester, Mt. Hood National Forest.

STONE, FREDERICK M., 1024 Redwood Drive, Green Bay, Wis., Work Forester, Conservation Dept., Soil Conservation Service.

STUMP, WILLIAM G., 1660 S. Montrose Dr., Waukesha, Wisc., Div. State and Private Forestry-U.S.F.S.

TOW, EDWIN E., 1049 Finley St., Dubuque, Ia., Superintendent, Farm and Forester Publishing Co.

WERNER, HUGO, BIRKHAHN, 108 South Yale, Hemet, California. WOOL, WARREN W., 170 Birchett, Sebastopol, Calif., Soil Conservation Service.

WILHELM, GEORGE F., 744 North Grove Ave., Oak Park, Ill., Executive Vice President, R. B. Bacon Fiber Co.

In Town... Out of Town...

PAUL BUNYAN Says The Best Dressed Foresters Shop at JOE'S

The Best Dressed Foresters Shop at Joe's
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PROCTOR, ROBERT E., 1458 Nutwood Ave., Coos Bay, Oregon, For-ester, Bureau of Land Management, Coos Bay, Oregon.

REFSTROFF, LIEUT. ROBERT J., Address Unknown, Military Serv.

SCHOLTES, WAYNE H., 545 Forest Glen, Ames, Ia., Professor of Agriculture (Soils), Iowa State University.


SMOKE, JOE L., 6001 Newton Ave, South, Minneapolis, Minn., Division Appraiser, U.S. Bureau of Public Roads, 555 Wabash St., St. Paul, Minn.

STIEHL, JAMES H., 613 Taylor Road, Barrington, Ill., Manager Ponderosa Pine Sales, Edward Hines Lumber Co.

TICE, CHARLES C., 7652 Honey Creek Parkway, West Allis 19, Wis., Chief of Surveys Branch, U. S. Corps of Engineers.

WEBER, JOHN L., 9326 So. 55th Ave., OakLawn, Ill., Manager, Bison Millwork & Supply Inc.

1940

ALLEN, JOHN C., Box 480, Norris, Tena., Staff Forester, Tennessee Valley Authority.

APPLEQUIST, MARTIN B., 161 W. Crescent Dr., Flagstaff, Arizona, Associate Professor, Dept. of For., Arizona State College.

BAGLEY, WALTER T., Assistant Forester, Rt. 5 Lincoln 7, Nebr. Agri. Exp. Sta., University of Nebraska.

BEBENSEE, BRUCE M., 5203 15th Ave., Meridian, Miss., Assistant Plant Manager, Plantkote Co.

BENDA, KENNETH J., Hartwick, Ia., Executive Vice President, Hartwick State Bank.

BISHOP, CLINTON G., The Narrows, Grayling, Mont., Private Fish Hatchery.

BJARGE, WILSON, 233 Leland Lane, Ukiah, California, Bureau of Land Management.

BORSING, CONRAD O., Route 3, Box 232R, Klamath Falls, Ore., Weyerhaeuser Timber Co.

BOSWELL, MARTIN M., 1008 N. Delaware, Roswell, N. Mex., Rancher (Sheep & Cattle).

BRANDU, WILLIAM H., Route 3, Box 148, Moncks Corner, So. Carolina, District Ranger, Francis Marion National Forest.

BROWN, PERCY J. G., 615 Orchids State St., Redding, Calif., Forester B.L.M.

BUSCHING, RICHARD W., 949 Rose Lane, Annandale, Va., Col. — Air Force.

CAMPBELL, LESLIE W. A., Address Uncertain.


COUNTRYMAN, DAYTON W., 614 E. Ave., Nevada, Iowa, Attorney.

CUTLER, VERN H., Box 194, Springfield, Ga., Ass't Forest Supervisor, Union Bag-Camp Paper Co.

DEAN, LAUREN W., Route 1, Cambridge Ia., Goodyear Tire & Rubber Company, Ames, Iowa.

DeFoe, ROBERT C., 1229 Northwestern, Ames, Ia., Teacher, Coach, Ames School System.

DERK, HAROLD J., Rt. 1, Box 304, Pinelle, Ia., Research Forester, Specialist Army.

DORMAN, MURLE L., Rt. 1, Perry, Ia., Farming.

DUBOISE, RICHARD P., 111McGlellan, Grayling, Mich., Lumber Salesman, Pierson, Davison Lumber Co.

DUNCK, RICHARD L., 201 Wabash Ave., Belleville, III.

EDMUNDS, MERRILL B., Star Rt. 2, Bonners Ferry, Mont., Owner, Wood Business.


FABOR, LESTER F., 6657 Douglas Ave., Des Moines, Ia., Assistant Director Iowa Conservation Commission.

FALB, J. HOWARD, Butterlame, Flomooor, Ill., Manager, Cook County lumber Co.

FARIDAY, WAYNE H., Address Uncertain.

FISK, CARROLL V., 600 N. Wall, Farmington, N. M., Real Estate.

FRENCH, ROSCOE F., 122 S. Pennsylvania Ave., Belleville, Ill., U. S. Air Force. In charge completion section, Aeronautical Chart & Information Center, St. Louis, Mo.


GLESNE, NELS G., 1312 State St., Beardsptom, Ill., President-Casswood Industries, Inc.

GOODNER, THOMAS B., 5108 Bedford Ave., Edina 24, Minn.

GRIMES, GOUGH T., 113 4th St., Scotta, N. Y.

HOUSTON, JEAN A., 1101 Maryland Drive, Vista, Calif.

HOU, WM. A. (COL.), 46B Bonw St., Langley AFB, Virginia, Military Service.


LAX, MAX H., Box 208, Benton, Ill., Staff Forester, Fire Control, Illi- nois State, Division of Forestry.

LAX, RICHARD D., 69 Olentamny St., Columbus 2, Ohio, Director Central States Forest Exper. Station U.S.F.S.

LAYMAN, PAUL A., 8765 S.W. White Pine Lane, Portland, Oregon, Sales Engineer, Fryer Dry Kiln.

MOOREHEAD, DONALD WAYNE, P. O. Box 418, Pineville, La., Vice President, Kellogg-Graves-Moohead Lumber Co.

NICOL, ROBERT A., Route 1, Box 31, Suison, California, Pilot C-124 to Far East, U. S. Air Forces.

OELSCHLAGER, ROLAND W., Monroe City, Mo., Owner, Greenhouse.

PATTERSON, DOUGLAS H., (Lt. Col.), Hq. USARAL-64, APO 949, Seattle, Wash.

PHILLIPS, GUY E., Box 166, Wauna, Ore., Plant Manager, Koppers Company, Inc.

RADCLIFFE, ARTHUR D., 4422 West 8th Street, Cincinnati 5, Ohio, Manager, Finney Plant, Koppers Co., Inc.

R. S. BACON VENEER CO.
Established 1898
4702 W. Augusta Blvd., Chicago, Ill.
IMPORTERS-MANUFACTURERS

Associate Companies:
Hubbard Walnut Co. Inc., Dubuque, Iowa
Artistic Veneers, Inc.,- manufacturers of single ply fancy sketch faces in all combinations of veneer in our inventory.

VENEER
We carry a large and complete inventory of all foreign and domestic fine face veneers, including our “Treasure Chest” of rare figured stocks for custom architectural woodwork.

LUMBER
We operate a walnut sawmill in Dubuque, Iowa, and a concentration yard with dry kiln facilities at Sunman, Ind. We specialize in walnut, mahogany, cherry, hard and soft maple and all other popular foreign and domestic hardwoods.

PANAWALL
Originators and manufacturers of Panawall, the beautiful 1/4” V-grooved plywood with the identical appearance of individual boards. Available in genuine mahogany, walnut, wild cherry, oak, brown elm, birch, butternut, pecan, maple, hackberry, and teak.

MOULDINGS
Standard mouldings to match exactly any species of Panawall.

WALNUT DIMENSION

RHODY, JOHN P., 518 Meadows Hill Drive, Dawson Springs, Ky., Assistant Director Reforestation, Kentucky Div. of Forestry.
RYAN, FLOYD T., 1299 Van Buren Ave., St. Paul 4, Minn., Executive Secretary, “Keep Minnesota Green Committee.”
SCHWANE, HENRY H., (CO.-), Inspector General, Northeast Air Command, A.P.O. 862, New York, N. Y.

SILKER, THEODORE H., Box 156, Kirbyville, Texas, Associate Silviculturist, Texas Forest Service.
SIVERLY, RALPH, 164 Burrel Dr., Lewiston, Idaho, Wood Auditor, Pondera Forests, Inc.

SWEM, THEODOR R., 5717 Lafayette, Omaha, Nebraska. In charge of Branch of National Park System Planning, National Park Service.
THOMPSON, DEAN W., Ed. Hines Lumber Co., 77 West Washington St., Chicago, Ill., Buyer, Retail Dept.
URBATSCH, HARLEY R., Forest City, Ia., Owner, Forest City Hardware.

WILSON, CARROLL C., Route 2, Box 66B, Lebanon, Oregon, Press Operator, Western Veneer & Plywood Co.
WITHERSPOON, JOHN C., 170 Putnam Circle, N.W., Atlanta, Georgia, Assistant General Manager Southern Pulpwood Conservation Assn.
WITMER, CARROLL R., Shimak State Forest, Farmington, Iowa, District Forester, Iowa State Conservation Commission.

1914

ALMDALE, ROY W., 5215 West 70th, Prairie Village, Kan., Southwest Lumber Co.
AUGSBERGER, CHARLES E., 431 Henry Clay Blvd., Lexington, Kentucky.
AUSTIN, DON B., Box 6, Mercer, Wisconsin, Area Forester, Marathon, Div. of American Can Co.
BELL, CHESTER M., P. O. Box 128, Paisley, Oregon, Freemont National Forest.
BOATMAN, ROBERT L., 1039 Whitfield Road, Northbrook, Ill., Sales Dept., Mannite Corp.
BREUER, VLADIMIR J., 142 Beverly Rd., Syracuse, N. Y., U. S. Plywood Corp.
COOL, BINGHAM M., Dept. of Forestry, Clemson College, Clemson, S.C., Carolina.
CROOK, EUGENE M. (Major), 2706 Crawford St., Bellevue Nebr., Offutt Air Force Base, Nebraska.
DAHL, ERNEST A., 4121 Cornelia St., Chicago 41, Ill., Cartographer, Rand McNally and Co.
ECKHART, RUFUS F. Rt. 1-B Spencer, Iowa, Farming.

HILSMAN, VINCENT J., Vice President & General Manager, James H. Stanton Construction Co., Inc.
HOOSE, WELDON W., Whiteville, N. C., Sledge Lumber Co.
LARSON, J. DONOVAN, 1640 N. 20th Springfield, Ill., Staff Forester, Illinois Division of Forestry.

LAW, JOHN W., Bronson, Ia., Farming.
LEFFLER, GUSTIN V., R.F.D. No. 1 Armstrong, Iowa, Farming.
MIDDLESWART, EUGENE L., Address Uncertain.
MINOR, CHARLES O., 2114 N. Navio Dr., Flagstaff, Arizona, Head of Dept. of Forestry, Arizona State College.
OELSCHLAGER, GEORGE E. P.O. Box 69, Lebanon, Oregon, Production Standards Engineer, Cascades Plywood Corp.
PARKER, CHARLES Wm. 5312, 37th St., Des Moines 10, 1a., Science Teacher Jr. High, Des Moines School System.
PIZZANO, VINCENT P. Route 1, Pownal, Vt., President, Northeast Wood Products, Inc.
PORTER, MATTHEW A. Fayette, la., Farming.
RUMMELL, ROBERT S., Range Allotment Analysis.
SOMBERG, SEYMOUR R., 920 Momrgham Ave. Durham, N.C., Duke Univ., Ph.D. - - -
STROM, WILLARD E., Address Uncertain, Alemite Division, Stewart Warner Corp.
WALLACE, ARTHUR L., (Capt.), Address Uncertain, Military Service.
YOCOM, THEODORE R., 860 McVey St., Oswego, Oregon, Raw Materials Manager, Pope & Talbot, Inc.

1942

ANDERSON, KARL M., 2295 Taylor St., Eugene, Ore., Forester, Lane Forest Co.
BARBER, MAURICE F., Concrete, Washington, Mt. Baker National Forest.
BEGUILLON, HOWARD H., Route 2, Box 55, Estacada, Ore., Forester, Mt. Hood National Forest.
BELEHRAD, LAD Wm., 44 Tulane Ave., DeRidder, La., West Bros. Dept. Store.
The Finest Groceries and
The Freshest Meats are found at
The Hy-Vee Food Store

Large Selection
Quality Meats & Groceries
at competitive prices

Plenty of free parking
One block south of Clyde Williams Field

112 South Sheldon
CE 2-2260
BEAVIN, MILTON J., Address Unknown, Sales Representative, Proctor and Gamble.
BLUMENTHAL, DONALD K., 1106 Stafford, Ames, Iowa. Air R.O.T.C.
BRUGERE, GENE S., 300 North Euclid, Oak Park, Ill., Field Supervisor, Osmoste Wood Preserving Co., Buffalo, N. Y.
BURNS, JAMES R., 1010 Joy Street, Magnolia, Ar., Manager, Unit Structures.
CAMERON, LEONARD H., 1115 N.W. 56th Ave., Gainesville, Fla., Treating Supervisor, Kobbers Co.
CAMPBELL, DALE C., Box 122, Eagletown, Okla., District Forester, Dierks Forests Inc.
CHAPMAN, ROBERT C., 822 H Street, Centralia, Wash., Research Forester, Weyerhauser Co.
CLAYCOMB, WILLIAM E., Box 1238, Sta. 1, Coos Bay, Ore., Contact Administration-U.S.F.&I.M.
CRAFT, ROLAND E., Address Unknown.
CRANE, CARL R., 309 Hyde Park Drive, Hamilton, O., Sales Representative Pape Woodwork.
DITTMAN, WILLARD HOWARD, P. O. Box 411, Vacaville, Calif., Production Manager, Halocarbon Products Co.
FÖRNEY, JOHN L., Dept. of Wildlife Mgt., Cornell Univ., Ithaca, N. Y., Graduate Study.
FLEMING, LESTER C., Panora, Iowa, Assistant Supt. of Land Acquisition, Soil Conservation Comm.
HASS, RICHARD E., (912-B. Pinedall Manor), Lufkin, Texas, Forester, Southland Paper Mills, Inc.
HANSEN, NORMA F., 305 S. 5th Ave., Iowa, Research Associate, Iowa State University.
HARDCOPP, ROBERT W., 3551 Lincoln, N.E., Minneapolis, Minn. Grad. Student, University Minn.
HERTZBERG, GROVER R., 647-49th St., Des Moines, la.
HOKSTRA, PIETER E., 415 East Duval St., Lake City, Fla., Research Forester, Southeastern Forest Experiment Station.
HORAK, FRANCIS J., Address Uncertain.
HUNGATE, GEORGE E., 300 Walworth Ave., Iron Mountain, Mich., Assistant Sales Manager, Abbott Fox Lumber Co.
IMFIELD, DONALD A., 606 Grant Ave., Joliet, Ill.
JARKAID, STANLEY E., Daisy, Ar., District Forester, Dierk Forest, Inc.
JASKULSKI, THADDEUS M., 307 S. 49th Ave., Bellwood, Ill., Packaging Engineer, Container Laboratories Inc.
JENSEN, ARTHUR W., Deceased.
LANG, JERVE W., 1123 Cleveland Ave., Lockport, Ill., Salesman, Kochton Plywood & Veneer Co., Inc.
LYNN, ARTHUR D., 510 Yon Building, Portland 8, Ore., District Forest Engineer, Western Pine Association.
McMAHON, CARROLL D., Piedra Ranger Station, Pagosa Springs, Colo., Forester, San Juan National Forest.
McMILLAN, P., FRED W., 1295 Monroe, Beardstown, Ill., Forester, Caswood Industries Inc.
MARSH, RICHARD C., 1487 E. Olive Circle, Greenville, Miss., Forester, S. Gypson Co.
MENNE, DAVID C., 11 Parkland, Gladendale 22, Mo., Manager, Hill & Donlan Lumber Co. (Retail). MERRIAM, ROBERT A., 2850N 650E, Prova, Utah, Research Forester, Range Experiment Station.
MERRITT, ROGER W., Ridgeland, S. C., Forester, Union Bag Paper Corp.
MILLER, RALPH R., 4675 Cobb St., Zackary, La., Forester, Mgt. Section, Fordold Container Div. Crowell Containerback Corp.
MOEHLER, MANFRED A., Box 664, Rockingham N. C., Assistant District Forest Engineer, N. C. Forest Service.
MORGAN, ROBERT L., 130 Tenth Ave. N. W., Minot, N. D., Habitat Biologist, N. D. Game & Fish Dept.
MORTENSEN, JAMES M., 1910 Floraview Drive, Dubuque, Iowa, Sales Representative, Care Ad mus & Collie r Company.
MUELLER, RICHARD L., Foster, Ore., Timber Sales Office, Williamette National Forest.
NEEDHAM, PAUL E., 1556 Third St., Boone, la., Military Service.
NERVIG, STANLEY O., Address Uncertain.
NORMAN, DEAN F., 204 Genesee, Medford Ore., Lumber Buyer, Western Lumber, Inc.
PATTERSON, DEAN E., 921-15th St., Boone, Iowa.
PARSON, JACK D., Address Uncertain.
POSEKANY, RICHARD L., Star Route, Elkton, Oregon, Sales Dept., Long-Bell Division International Paper Co.
RAWLINGS, DONALD E., Richmond, Ill., Self-employed, Rolling Acres Orchard.
READLINGER, EUGENE H., Box 65, Franklinston, La., Area Forester, Gaylord Container Div. Crown Zellerbach Corp.
REARD, LAWRENCE P., 601 North 6th St., DeQueen, Ark., Manufacturer, Defining Dept., Dierks Forests, Inc.
ROSS, HARLON L., Address Uncertain.
SABA, EDWARD J., 3534 So. Prairie, Brookfield, Ill., Wood Technologist, Hammond Oregon Co.
SCHADT, HAROLD O., 3536 N. Lowell Ave., Chicago 41, Ill.
SCHOCK, JAMES H., Box 197 Winthrop, Ark., Forester, Dierks Forests, Inc.
SORENS, WAYNE M., Box 11, Grannan, Ark., Assistant District Forester, Dierks Forests Inc.
STEvens, ROBERT E., 1109 Fredkin Drive, Covina, California, Cartographer.
STOFFEL, DUANE E., 420 No. 12th St., Adel, la., District Forester, Iowa Conservation Commission.
SMITH, JACK R., Odell, box 240, Nea Creek Lumber Co.
SMITH, WALTER A., JR., Address Uncertain.
TERNACHESKI, JOSEPH D., Rt. 5, Box 5097, Oroville, California, Head-Log & Timber Dept., Orepoly Corp., Oroville, Calif.
TENNISON, BLAINE S., Ennis, Mont., Dist. Ranger, Beaverhead Nat. Forest.
WAHLGREN, HAROLD E., Hillsllde Hts., Rt. 2, Madison, Wisconsin, Research Technologist, U. S. Forest Products Laboratory.
WATERS, JOHN W., Tucson, Arizona, District Ranger, Santa Catalina District, Coronado National Forest.
WHITCOMB ROBERT A., 320 W. 34th Ave., Mesa, Arizona, Recreation Site Planner, Coconino National Forest.
WENDEL, GEORGE W., Macon, Ga., Southern Forest Fire Laboratory, Southern Forest Experiment Station.
WILLIAMS, JAMES G., 3018 E. Ave. N.E., Cedar Rapids, Ia., Foreman, Hargrove Construction Co.

1952

ARNOLD, (WILLIAM) Dale, 1606 Rosewood Chillicothe, Missouri, Co-owner, Chillicothe Lumber Co.
BROWN, WILLBERT E., Address Uncertain.
BURNS, RICHARD R., 9063 Wrenwood Lane, Brentwood, Mo., District Representative, Meredith Publishing Co.
CAMPBELL, DONALD C., 6024 Williams St., Omaha, Neb.
CAMPEN, ELDON R., Box 51, Oregon, Ill., Farm Forester, Illinois Conservation Commission.
CARTWRIGHT, JAMES R., Box 46, Wheatland, Calif., Assistant Highway Engineer, California Dept. of Highways.
COCHRAN, THOMAS E., 5060 University, Eugene, Oregon, District Forester, Industrial Forests Association.
CONNOR, ROBERT C., 3208 College Avenue, Columbus, Ga., Senior Forester, W. W. & C. Brown Co.
CORBIN, WILLIAM E., 521 N. Cedar, Monticello, la., Corbin's Forestry Service.
DOESE, JOSEPH C., 1665 Cottonwood, Coos Bay, Ore., Division of Forests, Oregon, U. S. Dept. of Agriculture, Division of Forestry.
ESCHNER, ARTHUR R., 513 Main Street, Parsons, West Virginia, Forester, Northwestern Forester, Northwestern Forest Experiment Station.
FLEMING, RICHARD E., 215 Riber, Modesto, Calif., Farm Advisor (Ag. Extension Service), Univ. of Calif.
Productive equipment
for woods and mill...

HYSTER has it!

In the woods, Hyster Towing Winches, Yarders, Donkeys, Logging Arches provide high-production log handling.

In the mill, Hyster Industrial Trucks are the industry's standard for fast, economical lumber handling.

Hyster "Grid" rollers develop durable, low-cost haul roads.

Hyster, "Grid", Donkey and Straddle Truck are registered trademarks of Hyster Company.
PROVED BY YEARS OF POPULARITY!!!

ON ALL MAKES OF SAWS—
IN ALL KINDS OF TIMBER—

7 out of 10
loggers choose
OREGON®
Chain!

How About You?
YOUR CHAIN SAW OUTLET HAS IT

© Copyright 1960 by
OMARK Industries, Inc.
OREGON Saw Chain Div.
PORTLAND 22, OREGON

STROTMAN, BRUCE D., 624 5th St., N. W., Waverly, Ia., Military Service.
WILES, MITCHELL G., Bear Springs Ranger Station, Route 1, Maupin, Ore., Forester, Mt. Hood Natl. Forest.

1955
BARREN, ALVIN L., Box 101 Eagle River, Wis., Trees for Tomorrow.
BARRINGTON, JOHN C., Box 78 Bridgeville, Calif., Six Rivers National Forest.
CHELSTAD, MANGUS E., Box 396, Sweet Home, Oregon, Forester, Willamette National Forest.
COLLEEN, DON A., 600 Bennett St., Sedro-Woolley, Wash., Inventory Forester, Washington State Division of Forestry.
COMBS, MARVIN H., 900 S. Pine St., Emmett, Idaho, District Ranger, Boise National Forest.
EVANSON, JOHN O., 5729 Irving St., Marinette, Wis.
GUYER, WAYNE A., 542 Kiyour National Forest, Powers, Ore., Timber Inventory Forest.
GORE, JAMES L., 709 Duff Ave., Ames, Ia., Military Service.
HERRICK, OWEN W., 171 Franklin Apts., Savannah, Ga., Union Bag Cap.
HOLLAND, JOHN D., 420 Besie St., Magnolia, Ark., Assistant District Forester, Dierks Forests, Inc.
HUNTER, CHARLES R., Big Fork, Mont., Flathead National Forest, Forster.
JACK, CYLDE E., Craig, Alaska, Tongass N.F.
JOHNSON, HOWARD D., 4027 Downers Dr., Downers, Grove, Ill., Forster, Village of Downers Grove.
KRIEGER, JOHN R., Lakes Ranger Station, Mt. Hood National Forest.
LUTZ, CLARENCE A., (Rev.), 705 Auguista St., Greenville, S.C.
Concordia Theological Seminary.
MCKENZIE, ROBERT C., 701 1st Ave., Laurel, Miss., Forester, De Soto National Forest.
MARSHALL, HARRY JOHNSON, 615 Prescot, Klamath Falls, Oregon, Unit Forester, Oregon State Board of Forestry.
MORGAN, DONALD JAMES, Box 257, Perry, Iowa, Assistant Pastor, 1st Methodist Church.
PLOEN, DELBERT L., "Y" Motel & Cafe, Fulton, Ill.
TER LOOY, JOE W., McKenzie Ranger Station, McKenzie Bridge, Oregon, Forester, Willamette National Forest.

1956
ANDREAS, LEE G., Wisconsin State College, Stevens Point, Wis., Instructor.
AXELTON, LARRY E., 7008 Roseland Drive, Des Moines, Ia., Military Service.
BARKER, VIRGINIA McINTYRE, 960 Snyder Hill Rd., Ithaca, N.Y., Housewife.
BELIN, GERALD G., 205 Prospect St., New Haven 11, Conn., Yale Univ. School of Forestry, Instructor.
BREON, DUANE G., Pinetake, Arizona, District Ranger, Sisgreaus National Forest.
BROWN, RICHARD W., 49 Pinehurst Rd. Munroe Fall, Ohio, Forester, Ohio Edison Co.
CLAUSON, ROBERT D., Cougar, Wash., Forester, Gifford Pinot Nat'l Forest.
CONGER, RICHARD J., Unit Structures Inc., Peshtigo, Wisconsin.
CONGRANFFE, KENNETH L., 5505 A Lewis Road, Sandston, Virginia, General Foreman, Koppers Company.
ECKER, EUGENE F., Rt. 2, Sedalia, Colorado, Forester, Routt National Forest.
FRITCH, KATHLEEN CLARK, 720 Gordon, Custer, South Dakota, Housewife.
GILL, RONALD B., 520 N. Dodge, Iowa City, Iowa, Grad. Student, State Univ. of Iowa.
GROOM, WAYNE L., 3806 South Austin Blvd., Cicero 50, Ill.
HERZBERG, SIDNEY D., 2040 E. Dunlap Ct., Waukegan, Ill.
ILEFETER, MARSH E., Watersmeet, Michigan, Assistant District Ranger, Ottawa National Forest.
LINDQUIST, LEONARD A., Jemez Ranger Station, Jemez, New Mexico, Assistant District Ranger, Santa Fe National Forest.
MCINTYRE, JAMES A., 2715 39th St., Des Moines, Iowa, Manager-Jewett Lumber Co.
PRESTEMAN, DEAN R., 2252 Terra Villa, East Palo Alto, California, Technician Field Representative, National Lumber Manufacturer's Association.
A Short Course in Forestry Equipment

Make sure you have the right tool for the job.

Make sure it is a good tool—the very best quality.

Make sure you get it at Forestry Suppliers, Inc. where every tool is top quality, the best—and you have more than 2,500 items to select from, all guaranteed.

Our Catalog No. 9 is available on request.

FORESTRY SUPPLIERS, INC.
P. O. Box 8397, Battlef ield Station, Jackson 4, Mississippi
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ALBRECHT, DAVID J., 493 Willow Creek, California, Forester, Six Rivers National Forest.

BONYATA, RICHARD L., P.O. Box 68, Crawfordville, Florida, Forester, Florida National Forests.


BOZARTH, RICHARD E., Omaha, Nebraska, Erdman Tree Service.

BRENDEMEHUL, RAYMOND H., 706 Spring St., Marrianna, Fl., Research Forester, Southern Forest Experiment Station.

DANIEL, PAUL L., 215 South Walnut, Carroll, Iowa.

DODGE, RODNEY E., 714 Stanton, Ames, Iowa, Military Service.


FRESE, MARY SCHMARTKE, 1124 West Hill Ave., Chicago 14, Ill., Housewife.


HAZARD, JOHN W., Address Unknown.

HEITZER, ROBERT E., Star Route Box 306B, Okridge, Oregon, Forest, Willamette National Forest.


KONING, JOHN W., 8802 Hoover Dr., Madison, Wisconsin.

KRIDELBAUGH, LEON E., Eagle River, Wis., Assistant District Ranger, Nicolet National Forest.


MILES, ROBERT L., 245 Airport Road, Shawano, Wis., Assistant District Forester, Wisconsin Conservation Dept.

NILSEN, RICHARD L., Box 84, Tillicum Br., Tacoma 99, Wash., Military Service.

OMOYI, DON G., 9944 Harrison, Kansas City 31, Missouri, Sales Trainer, Timber Structures Inc.

OMONDesson, FREDERICK L., 748 Lucy Drive, Magnolia, Ark. Sales Engineer, Unit Structures.

PERKINS, JOHN BRYANT, 219 10th St., DeWitt, Iowa.

PILLSBURY, STERLING O., 3708 6th Ave., Sioux City, Iowa, Military Service.

PREY, ALLEN J., 103 West Cook St., Portage, Wis., Assistant District Forester, Wisconsin Conservation Dept.

QUADE, ROGER L., Box 67, Payson, Arizona, Forester, Tonto National Forest.


SCHRiMM, DONALD LESLIE, 1224 Princeton, Billings, Mont., Sales Representative, Curtis Co.

SMITH, ROLAND D., 1018 Woodrow Lane, Medford, Ore.

STEWARD, ROBERT E., 336 So. Ellis Ave., Peshtigo, Wis., Sales Engineer, Unit Structures, Inc.

UHR, SELMER C., P. O. Box 611, Crescent City, Fla., Forester, Union Bay Camp Corporation.

WARNER, WILLIAM R., 16707 S.E. 14th, Bellevue, Washington, District Sales Mgt., Timber Structures, Inc.

WELCH, CARY A., 4206 Pine Street Texarkana, Texas, (Treating Eng.) Wood Preserving Division, Koppers Company, Inc.

WOLKENBERG, BARLOW H., Office of Indian Affairs, Nespelen, Wash., Forester.

YARGUS, WAYNE ORA, U. S. Bureau of Indian Affairs, Ft. Duchesne, Utah, Forester.

1958

ARENDS, CHARLES L., c/o Unity Ranger Station, Unity, Ore., Assistant District Ranger, Wallowa Whiteman National Forest.

BERGER, JOHN M., 2923, N.E. Broadway, Portland 12, Ore., Pacific N.W. Forest and Range Experiment Station.

BURTON, JAMES D., Cotten Cottage, Sewanee, Tenn., U. S. Forest Service, c/o University of the South, Sewanee, Tenn.

CLAUSEN, MELVIN D., R.F.D. 2, Traer, Iowa.

COMSTOCK, GILBERT L., N-14 Married Student Housing, N.C. State College, Raleigh, N.C.

CONKLIN, WILLIAM F., P.O. Box 362, Kremmling, Colorado, Assistant District Range, Arapaho National Forest.

CURKUS, PAULIS, Box 555, Oakridge, Oregon, Cascades Plywood Corp.

FAGO, CLIFFORD E., 1229 Morgan St., Santa Rosa, Calif. Forester, State of California.

FRICKLEIN, ROBERT P., P.O. Box 88, Burnsville, Ore., Forest, B.L.M.

FREEL, RICHARD D., Sta. 1, Box 1129, Coos Bay, Oregon, U.S. B.L.M.

HARDIE, HUGH B., 20 Betty Street, Ukiah, Calif., Timber Appraiser, Mendocino County.

HOUTCHENS, FAY L., Box 963, Harlontown, Montana, Forester, USES, Lewis and Clark N. F.

JAYNE, JAMES L., Extra, Iowa, Military Service.

JENSEN, WILLIAM L., 309 N. Huber St., Anamosa, Iowa, District Forester, Iowa State Conservation, Comm.

KINLOFF, ROGER H., Milladgeville, Georgia, Owen-Illinois Corporation.

LAURITSEN, MARVIN K., Bena, Minnesota, Forester, Chippewa National Forest.

LIND, KERMIT J., 841 Simms Avenue, Council Bluffs, Iowa.

MARSH, DALE E., Sturgeon Bay Wisconsin, Assistant District Forester, Wisconsin Conservation Dept.

MEYER, GENE C., Box 473, Mercer, Wisconsin, Assistant Forester, Marathon Division of American Can Company.

MUNTZ, HILTON D., Farmington, Iowa, Student, Iowa Wesleyan College.

NAGEL, SAM R., Hepner, Ore., Unatella National Forest.

PETERS, DANNY L., Box 26, Keystone, South Dakota, Forester, Black Hills National Forest.

RASMUSSEN, DEAN A., Box 49, Spearfish, S.D., Forester, Black Hills National Forest.

ROGERS, DONALD D., Address Uncertain.

RUS, WILLIAM E., 1838 Maple St., North Bend, Oregon, Forester, U. S. Bureau of Land Management.

SAYLOR, LEROY C., 310 Douglas Street, Raleigh, N. C.

SIMPSON, HAROLD W., Box 8, Overgaard, Ariz., Forester, Sitgreaves National Forest.


TOMPKINS, GEORGE L., Hamilton, Mont., West Fork Ranger Station, Bitterroot National Forest.

TROXEL, WILLIAM C., Rimrock, Arizona, Forester, Coconino National Forest.

WILLIAMS, H. STEIN, Box 126, Glenwood, Wash., Forester, U.S.B.L.M.
Here's the Union

It's Your Club

FOR STUDENTS:
Your dues? From your registration fees each quarter. It's your "Living Room on the Campus." Use it!

FOR ALUMNI:
Many have life memberships. Others interested may contact membership secretary.

GUEST ROOMS:
For you, your family, your friends.
Recreation: Bowling, Billiards, Table Tennis, Bridge.

ENTERTAINMENT:
Dances, Varieties, Movies, Concerts.
Food Service: Grill, Cafeteria, Oak Room, Party Service.

It's YOUR Union—Use It!
ANDERSON, DAVID P., Box 234, John Day, Ore., Forester Malheur National Forest.

ANDERSON, DONALD E., 1127 West 104th St., Chicago 43, Ill.


BODENBERGER, PAUL E., Address Uncertain, Southwest Forest Industries, Phoenix, Arizona.

BROWN, DAVID B., Estacada, Ore., Junior Forester, Lakes Ranger District, U. S. Forest Service.

BROWN, GREGORY B., Grad. Student, Yale School of Forestry, New Haven, Conn.

CLINE, RUSSELL W., 1708 North 15th Lawton, Oklahoma, Military Service.

COOPER, TERRENCE G., Route 2, Eagle River, Wis., Pulpwood Forester, Canoga Park, Calif., Pacific Paper Company.

DAHLQUIST, ROBERT B., 5417 E. 15th, Tulsa, Okla., Retail Lumber, Long-Bell Division, International Paper Co.

DVRLAND, RICHARD D., 250-GH BACM, Ft. Sam Houston, Texas.

FICKE, JAMES E., 213-Plum, Fort Collins, Colorado, U. S. Forest Service (Region 2 Office).

FIELDS, ROBERT L., Box 54 Rt. 3 Willows Springs, Missouri, Forester, Mark Twain National Forest.

GATHERER, GORDON E., 1508 Duff Ave., Ames, Iowa, Associate Professor, Dept. of Forestry, Iowa State University.

HAFENSTEIN, ERWIN N., 402 Residence St., Enterprise, Oregon, Walowa Whitman N. F., Oregon.

HILLMAN, KENNETH W., 1421 Division St., Tacoma, Washington, Forestry, Weerhauzer Co.

JOHNSON, ROBERT C., 221 Stanton Ave., Ames, Iowa, Graduate Student.

JOHNSON, ROBERT W., 1455 MacArthur Drive, Munster, Ind.


KASILE, JOSEPH D., Box 856, Berkeley, Calif., Graduate Student, Oregon State College.

KELLY, ROYFE A., % Dept. of Forestry, Purdue University, Lafayette, Indiana.

MORRISON, ROGER A., 900 West Monroe St., Magnolia, Arkansas, Sales Engineer, Unit Structures.

NELSON, DAVID A., Aurelia, Iowa.


PIERCE, RICHARD F., Tonasket, Washington.


POLENZ, ALLEN R., Box 157, Seneca, Ore., Timber Sales Officer, Malheur National Forest.

RAIDEN, DONALD L., Apt. 402, 700 N. State, Chicago 10, Ill.

ROTH, PAUL L., Dubois, Wyoming, Timber Sales, Shoshone National Forest.

SIEVERSON, HAROLD P., 1008 Browning Salem, Ore., Forester (Timber Sales), U. S. Bureau of Land Management.

SPOHL, THOMAS J., Box 135, McKenzie Bridge, Ore., Timber Sales Administration, Willamette National Forest.

STARKIE, ROBERT K., Box 274, Tenskeep, Wyoming, Assistant District Ranger, Bighorn National Forest.

SWANSON, WILLIAM A., 10 N. Central Ave., Hartley, Iowa.

SYNGAARD, LARRY E., c/o E. Synggaard, Hillside, Wis., Graduate Student in Forestry, Royal Agricultural College, Copenhagen, Denmark.

TEETER, JAMES L., 1063 Walters Ave., Des Plaines, Ill., Research Engineer, Celotex Corporation.

TYRREL, ROBERT R., Cut Foot Sioux Ranger District, Black Duck, Minnesota.

VANEK, DAVID V., Box 443, Nashua, Iowa.

VAN ZANDERBERGENS, ROBERT L., Tomahawk, Wis., Assistant Forster, Woodland Division, Owen, Illinois.

WEKE, ROGER A., Andover, Iowa.

WISCH, DOUGLAS G., Granite Falls (Box 215), Washington, Forester, Mt. Baker National Forest.